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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION. 
We conslder the differential operator 
Lx::. Pox(n)"'" Pl x(n-1 >+ --- + PnX 
. . 
··:fl 
and the equation Lx ~ 1 x, where £ is a complex constant, with the 
boundary conditions 
n 
U jx -:: '<f [ Mjkx(k-1) ( a) + N jkx(k-1) (b )] ::. O, j .,._ 1, 2, - · • ,n, 
l 
~-
where Mjk' Njk are constants, and (a,b] is. a finite interval .on which 
Lx is defined. If / is such that the problem Lx~ Ix, U jx~ 0 has a 
nontrivial solutiot, then J is called an eigenvalue of the problem~and 
a solution corresponding to that value of I is called an eigenfunctiono 
In chapter II we show that c~rtain problems, known as self-adjoint 
• problems, always have nontrivial solutions. In fact, such problems 
possess a countably infinite, decreasing sequence of real eigenvalues., 
and a corresponding set of eigenfunctions, which form a complete 
orthonormal set in the Hilbert space L2[a,bJ with inner product 
/,,a ( r, 9 ) :: l. f 9 di. 
. Defining an integral operator .,JJ , which has as its kernel the 
Green's function for the problem, (the Green's function G(t,t,f) being a 
generalized solution of the boundary value problem), we transform the 
problem into an integral equation. This reduces the search for the 
existence of eigenfunctions to the extremal problem of finding a function 
u such that 
I ~ u) u) I : / J"" t ~ Gu /t I -1 J u ct J a~ 1 dJ J t J 
attains its least upper bound among functions with (u,u):.l. 
We then ~h~w that any function f'e. L2(a,b) can be expan{ed in a mean 
. "'.-~-·~·;-·~···~-.. ~-.,~-~-...----~------,,.,.. .... "'""• ..... 
. •,·. 
--
convergent series · of eigenfunctions. We cite Fourier expan.sion as a 
special case. 
In chapter III we consider second order problems associated with 
the operator Lx: (-px 1 ) 1 + qx on an infinite interval [ 0 ,co )o We 
" .::: 
obtain completeness and expansion theor~by applying a limiting procedure 
~ 
to our previous results. · Thifs dif:ricul t procedure requires the use of 
tools from both real and complex variable theory. 
We consider the interval (O,b) as b-a;,a:,. If t(), 1f are. linearly 
independen~ solutions of Lx-: ...Ix satisfying prescribed boundary condi t_ions 
at t: O, any solution (except YI ) ca.n be written as a. constant multiple 
. 
of x~ c.p + m 1/1. We investigate a mapp.ing m(z,l,b) of the real z axis 
onto a circle Cb and show that a solution of the self-adjoint problem 
/ 
satisfies the proper boundary condition a.t b if and only if m describes a 
clrcle Cb in the m plane as z va;rles over the real line. As b~ro either 
the circles Cb converge to a limit circle Oco or to a limit point ma:, o 
These two possibili tie.a provide a useful c1as.:sifica1;,ion for the 
op_erator Lxo In the .. limit circle problem eve·ry s.olu.tion X of Lx-:.fx is an 
element of L2(o,a,), whereas in the limit point case only one _solution Xe111'o)w). 
I-n the limit point case m is uniquely determined, whereas in the limit 
circle case a one-par~er 
for determining for sp~ial 
operator. V 
family of.m 1l is determined. A test is given 
cases whether an operator Lis a limit point 
We obtain a: pointwise expansion theorem for a restricted. class of 
functions f (f ha.a a continuous second derivat·ive and ·r· vanishes near 
zero and for large t). Gradually we remove the restrictions and obtain 














.; . .,, .. ,-,. 
. ·. :·..: 
a. mean expa.r1sion theorem for arbitrary f€ L2(0,a,). We cite Fourier 
sine and cosine .integrals as special cases. 
,....;. 
( 
·.' .. ·-"' 
. ' . 




CHAPI'ER II. PROBLEMS ON THE FINITE INTERVAL. ., 
·tet. us introduce some notation which will simplify the verification 
of sonie "interesting properties of eigenfunctions. For functions f,g 
e L 2 (a, b), define the number called the inner proauct of f with g by 
(2.1) (r,9) ::: Jlo f ~ dJ. 
~ 
:Define the number called the norm of a function f by 
(2. 2) llf 11 -= (Fi f )'~1. 
·tf (f,g)-:. O, f and g are _sa.id to be orth'-'go_nal.· If flffl-=1, f is said· 
(:, - ( 
to be normal. It follows that if ( ~· 1 f I'() ~ f<J. ~- f' k. d 1 -=. d .i K ) 
~-' 
f··· and fk form an orthonormal set. 
' J 
Now consider a general operator defined by 
(2. 3) L " -:.. fa x <nl -+ ~ x"' ·1l -1 - •• "" fv. )I; 
where the pJ° , j-:. O, 1, • _,,;_ ,n, are complex valUed· functiotii'l,___:_6:f t of •¢ltis.s 
cn-j· on a~t~ band p
0
(t)f O on (a,b]. Let 
V ti CK-1) (K-1) J (2. 4) j X : E M j K X (a) .,_ ~· K {b J j -=- I J - • -) .VJ, 
. t<..._, 
Denote U j x:. 0, j -=-- 1, • .,, ... ,'.n:,-_ .'b:y 
-u· - o-. x:. • We will investigate the pr.oblem 
:(:2·. 5) ) 
where Lx is defined i11 (2.3), Ux ·i .. s :defined ln (2.:~4_):~: :and .. 1 i..$ a 
complex constant. 
-· 
The problem ( 2. 5) is called self-adjoint if (Lu, v )-( u, Lv):. 0 :. 
:·for· all u,vf:Cn on [ii,b] whicrh satisfy the boundary condition·s vu~Vy-.==:q. 
If .i. is such that the problem (g.5) .h.a·s. a. ?)O?:ltri_yi~l s9+u~,i.on_,. 
than J is called an eigenv.alue of the problem and the nontrivial 













Let f>.j} be the eigenvalues and {Xj J the eigenfunctions, assuming 
temporarily that they exist. 
5 
THEOREM 1. If the problem (2.5) is self-adjoint, then the eigenvalues 
are real and eigenfunctions corresponding .~o-~istinct eigenvalues are 
orthogonal. 
Proof: Let (2.5) have eigenvalue J-=-i and corresponding eigenfunction X. 
Since Lx ~f x, LX "=-JX. 
~ (LuJv) -(uJLv)::. o =1 l_ (LuV-uLv)d.J: O. 
But J a.b ( L U. V - U [; J J ,f :. J/'(J X X - X ). X ) d I 
= fa '3{>. - )) XX d I 
(>. - 1 J (X 1 X) . --
Thus (). - \) {X J X) '.:. 0 · 
Since (X.)X):: 1/Xllt.lOJ ~-=-1 a!ld ~ is real. 
If x, , X1 correspond to ) 1 1 ), l- where 1, -I l i... , 
0 ~ (Lu,v)-(u,Lv) since (2.5) is self-adjo-int 
·: (A, X,,X i)- (X 1, >i,. X,.) 
~ f~{) X x ... x, )i X2.) ~If 
°' J I L 
- ( b( - ~ ) - j 
- Jo., A, , X, X, f since ),. is rea.1 
= (A,- Ai.) J,/' X, X2 JJ-
~ () I - ) t ) ex I J ~ 1) , 
Thus {A 1 - Ai.) (X.,J Xi.) : 0 
Since ), -J Ai.) (X1 ,Xt):: O and X1 , Xz. are orthogonal. , q.e.d. 
LEMMA 1. I£ the problem (2.5) is self-adjoint, then the eigenvalues 
( 
constitute an at most enume:rable set· with no finite cluster point. 
'. .. 
,' . 
• r ~-.;_., 
·k. 
Proof: Let ~- ~ ~- (;irlJ.J j -,.t,···,1111 be solui:.Jqns of L lC ..,,JJc satisfying 
the initial conditions 
{K - ,J ) s. . . J ] (2.6) 'lj· 'ft.Ji.,._ Jk where JJK-=.IJ···,vi, o.t11 · c E~1 b, 
: (I\- ,J ' 
T.hen the ~, are entire functions of ~ and the ~- are linearly 
·~ Q. 
.independent. Then any solution X can be written as a linear combinati.on 
n 
of the ~· i.e ... , x:.,? t:.J' ~, satisfies Ux::O for cj not all zero. But thi_s 
., j _, ' 
V\ 
implies. £ c.J· l/K l.f., = 0 where k-:..1.,-·· ,n, ha.~-~- nontrivial solµtion •. 
J-:' J 
Rewriting this system of equations as 
C: 1 u; 1/1 + C z. u, 1f\. -+ 2 ·• • + C .., (}1 I/ YI ~ 0 
c, v,. 'f. -+ ci. ut. '11."' --- .f- c., vi. Lf111 ~ o 
- - -
we see that a necessary and suffici·ent condition. for ~: .ri:.~n:trJ:via-I: 
:solution is 
(2. 7) .. - --
::. 0. 
---
- - -:·, :· 
·u UV\ lf1 t1 lf ,,,,. ---
• 
From (2.4) we see that 
Since 
, 
. (t( -1) (K .. ,J 
UJ ~( ~ M J. I( 'f ~ (a.) + ~ k. 'f" fi,j J j J K -:. 1 > z. J - • ·J n , 
tJJ 41-0 
T 1< are entire functions, from (2.8) we see that (2. 7} ·is an. 
.(2.8) 
.. entire function of/ and hence not identically· zero. -Thus its zeros, 
·corres·pondihg to the eigenvalues o:f ·(2. 5), cannot cluster, and hence 
. 
. CO.P$:tltute an at most enumerable~ set·. q.e.d. 





(2.9) L )( ~ ,f X -t f J (/ )[ -: 0 
with Lx and Ux as defined by (2.;) and (2.4-) respectively and f 60 
on ta, bJ. Thi~ problem· can be solved by using the variation of 











to (t I) .. . . ~ (t .P) 
~. J ~ J 
1/1 11 .J) --~ lf (I ,J) ,., ~) ,, 
t f;f. 
where the ~· are solutions of Lx-:./x satisfying (2.6) o Observe that 
the Wronskian W (tf, J --·, 'f 111 ) {l) -:.. If. ('2, .f) • - - If l'I fl'> .I) 
1.f. I f!. J j) • • - t.f rll (1 J J J 
' 
- - -
Cn - 1 } (>1 - I ) o ) 
'f. (t.,..P] -·- 'f111 Ct,-r 
I 
i . 
Wh'tch ca.n be written exp [-P.Csl els (see Hildebrand, 3, p. 31) 
C f 0 ~) 
.i:s·· ·not zero. That is, 
(2 , 11 ) w ( 'f1 J - - • J 'f II\ ) (_'t) ~ 'f1 tl J"J) - - • If VI ~, .f) 
lf, I et I J) - . - ., ~ (i j I) 
---
<n , t _ ·- u(l'\ _ ... ,) "", J)) tf - (t J p) , "' l' 
"' 
j:: ,0~,1,2, ~·- ,n-2, exist and ar~ continuous in (t, 'Z ,.R) 




Moreover, J..t.l for j~n-1 and h are continuous in (-r,t,i) for (f,t.) on 
each of the triangles a~t~ l~b and a~ r~t!b for J. not an eigenvalue of (2.5) • 
. 
)JK 
Proofs For '2 ~ i J J i .i ~, t 1 .t') = 0 lo r- j -:. 0 J I J - • • 1 l'1 - 2. 
since in (2.11) two rows of the determinant become identical (i~eo·, for 
j;O~ the fi.rst and last rows are the same; for j:l, the sec.and and le.$t· 
. 
rows !;re the same; etc.). For ;f ~ 21 r<-: 0. Thus l~ ~ , j-:.0 ,1,· ·· ,n,..2,is 
continuous in (J,t,J) for .A,'lti-lit,b] and all J., and is ·a:rt.~n.ti.re.-·:func·tion.· 
·of J. • For j :n-1, 
f.{'
1 
(1, .I) - -- l.f .,Jr, ..I) 
c.,,'(t:,JJ -·· ,,~~,.I) 
- --
I 
lf, tr, IJ ---
• 
r 
f 1 I< (1, 1, -f ). 
J J"' ~ 0 ;f '- 'l. . . ~
. 
We see that fJ}t• z,.1) is continuous in (/,c,J) f'or all/ and i'or 
a4:'i't t~ b and for a~t~ c ~b for j:n or n-1. q. e •. d. 
JI\-I -k {'t-10. 1, J J J ., .. , K(t ·OJ i, J' J _ 
LEMMA 3. l.A "1-1 " - J J lo'H -


























Proof: · From (2.12). 
LEMMA 4. As a function of t, K ·satisfies LK~J K if t I t. · 




i:O, 1,---, n-2, j ~1,---,n 
• 11 . • • R CK - I J r Now ~ satisfies Lx~ x, ~· ~ dJ·K. , 
homogeneous solution of ( 2. 9). q. e. d. 
Let 
(2.,13) U (J,IJ = { lo k (,), r, I) (Ct) d 'l. 
.\ 
::: J: k (J) t I R) f (? ) d t + i l:;i I<. (JI 'c) ,I J f ('l: ) d t 
;t-
- t . ,z. !:. .;f ..,( ,t. t . . .,.. 
- Jd l<U, f ,IJ f (?) d t sinc;:e K(t, t,f.)::: 0 for t"'-· 
LEMMA 5. LU ~ Ju + f 
Proof: L v -= L f J I< (I, r, 1) fez) J t. 
0. . 
:.( f0 D: + f, 0 'l-1-+ -·- + P.,).l. :f K(;# 1 '21 .P) f (t:) d 2 
So we have 













' i'. ' ·.l: ~ 
·~ ~ 
·i 
. j ' 
·t 
l_O·· 
-::. r :.f- J t kU, tJ1J -f'et l d t. ..,.. ~ 1<.(f JJ ,1) f ft) ·. 
Ja JA,_. . d x . 
We continue in this manner and use the fact that Jl K./JJ.1) ::. 0 for J~J ' 
j-:. O, 1, --- ,n-2, obvious from (2.10), until 
o"J,' K6I t ..t) faicf t ~ oJ:1 J,,_, l<61J tJ .1) f~1 cli. 
a 1 > a J ~ "' -, , ...
= J;f )~K(I, t,1) fceJdt + Jn-1 l<U,J,ll f'~). 
ex. J .. ! t1 J A ,, =' 
Combining these ·results i.n (2.14) and using (2.12) with t replaced by t, 
L V f ::t J" KG{ 1' P) . ' ',i-t k/,1 il = Po . , .J ., ' ~ f' et ) d t. + Po .l. f '1 \ -r f. J. " 'LJ r, lJ f' et J d tt 
· a O .A Po J ' o.. J J- ~ ... , 
* . + -·- + Pv-t f o. /((I, t1,.R) f'~) cf t 
-:- J,.:t Po D"' K (J, r, RJ f('e) J t + - -· + fa~ fvi K 61, r • ..f )-{'(tt) cl t. + fet) 
since D means J_ and t. is independent of t. Thus 
t d.t 
L U -=- Jo. L k (A 1 1, i ) f er l d t -r f «1 
-:- J / .,( /( (A, 'i', .f) f <ti c( t -t .f U) by lenuna 4 
-:.. l J a.* I< (! I t I .f) f (C) d t -f f' "') 
by ( 2 • 13 } • q_. e ·· d: • · 
We would like to modify K(t,'t,1) so as t.o ·~'.at:1:s.fy the boundfil'y 
conditions of (2.10), namely Ux-:0. Let 
,-· 
(2.15) 6(/, r, ,f) -:. f<G/, -r,i) -t .f.. eJ· ~· &/ 1 ..f J where ~· are as above 
J -: I 
( see ( 2. 6)). Then ut( 6 - u K + ;:>. C u l/J k ~ 1 , ..... ' n. 'Thei :c. 
- K ,1- ~f )(~iJ ····J 
J "':.' 
are chosen so that 
(2.16) .f. CJ U11; ~· ~ - u ... K 
J-:.1 " 














Now there is a unique soluti.on for the Cj 's if and only if 
( 2 .18 ) det I UK · 'fJ., j. 0 1 
' But from our considerations of (2.8) we know that the determinant in 
4i (2.18) is an entire function of J. with zeros at the eigenvalue~ of 
.11. 
(2.5), and if this determinant does not vanish identically, (this is the 
case. for self-adjoint problems), then (2.16) determines the C. as 
;J 
. 
f\mctions of (t,t) continuous fpr "t on (a,b] and for all I except the 
eigenvalues of (2.5). For fixed R, the Cj are meromorphic functions of J . 
. .. 
The function G(t,t,i), (2.15), is called the Green's function for (2.5)0 
THEOREM 2o If for at least ~ne value of l the problem (2.5) has .no 
solution except the trivial one, then there exists a function G( t, t, .P) 
defined for (t,t.) on the square a~ t, 't ~ b and for all complex J except 
the eigenvalues of (2.5), and having the properties 
I 





on t-he square a~ t, t iL b. Moreover, J:;f 
are continuous in (t;r ,1) for (t,c) on each of the ·triangles 
a~t ~1~b, a':t~t!bo For fixed (t,'t) these fun.c.tions are 
meromorphic functions of i . 
J,,_, Gl . ~ ' ,. ,, \t-t_o, -r 1~) _ J - O l~-o, 21~ JJn-t J,..,-, I - -
- f>o 't 
As a function of t, LG::JG if t ef t. 
As a functiop of t, UG=-0 for a ~ t ~ .. 1;> o 
Proof: (i) Follows. from lemma 2 and the fact (2.6).: The· discussion 
following (2.18) ·ahow:s· the functions are meromorphic. (ii) Follows :f'ro 
lemma.? and fact (2·.6). (iii) Follows from lemma 4 and fact (2.6)0 //·(iv) 
















!.:· ...: ~ j 






#!' i' ~ ;\,· 



















COROLLARY. Theorem 2 holds if the problem (i.5) is self-adjointo 
Proof: By lemma 1 there are at most an enumerable number of eigenvalues 
for (2.9). Since the number of complex ...R~ is more than enumerable, 
there is at least one ~ such that (2 .. 5) has no solution except the 
trivial solution. q.e.d. 
THEORElvt ;o The Green's function in theorem 2 is unique for the problem. 
A Proof: Assume there are two Green I s functions G and G for some JJ not an 
J\ 
eigenvalue. Then as a function of t, G-G also satisfies Lx::.lx, ti- -t, 
by theorem 2 (iii)o But since 1 is not an eigenvalue, the problem has 
A 
only the trivial solution, so G-G:. O. q.e .do 
b 
THEOREM 4. U~} -:. l G{i/trl)fctJ dt is a solution .o·f pr'·ob:1..eni {.:2 .•.. 9.)- except 0. 
for eigenvalues of (2.9). 
Proof': Lemma 5, theorem 2 (iii) ·and· (lv), and fact (2.o6) •. 
LE:MMA 6~ If the problem 
t.s self-adjoint for c a real number not an eigenvalue, then the problem. 
(2. 20 ) LI X '.:: ..R X ., w h e ., e. L I X ::. L )<. - C }(. J U X ~ 0 
is also self-adjointo 
Proof: By lemma 1 there are at :rri.ost an enumerable number of iSigenvalues 
for the problem. Since the reals are not enumerable, there surely is at 
least one real c which is not an eigenvalue of the problemo Now b ~ 
(L1u,v)-(u,L1 v):; [(1,uV-uL1v) dt . (). ~ J/~L - cJ u V - u{L-c.JV] JJ-
::: J(l."[L uV - cuV- ulv + u c. V] di 
-





:(2.21) (L1u,v) - (u,L1v): (Lu,v) - (u,Lv) + (u,~)··'- (cu,v) for .p:ny 
u,v~ en on(a,bJ. But (Lu,v) - (u,Lv)~ 0 since (2.19) is self-adjoint, and 
(u,cv) :. (ct1,v) since q is a real constant. Then (2.21): becomes 
(L1u,v) - (u,L1v): 0 and (2.20) is self-adjoint. q.e.d. 
We observe that if ) is an eigenvalue of L1'( ~ i SC then ). -1-c is an 
eigenvalue of Lx -:(.l-,c)K~ Thus the assumption ~hat J :::o is not an 
eigenvalue of a self'.adjoi~~ problem is no restriction on that problem_-. 
Assuming therefore, without los_s _of generality, that/: 0 is not an 
eigenvalue of a self-adjoint .p.rob1em,; ·by t·h,e.orem 2, G(t;t,o) existso For 
convenience we write 
(2.22) G(t,t, 0) ~ 1 G(t,~). 
For the self-adjoint problem letl, be a linear integr·a1 op.erator 
corresponding to G, defined for all ft:: 0 on (a,.Q] by 
• 
LEMMA 7 • ._E is an inverse to the operator L in the sense that 
and L/:Jf :tf ~or all fe C on [a,b] and uE Cn on (a,15] for which U~Oo 
Proof: L.iJf:. L U (2.2;) and theorem 4 
-:. ,,( CA + f 
~ f 




:s.ince .I-:. 0 in definition of .11, 
. -· '•· . . ' .. , · ... · . 
t-heorem 4 
since· ,£ ~ 0 
LEMMA 8. Consider a problem for which (2.-.22) and (.2o 23) are defin~d o 
(A sufficient but not .. net::e·ssary condition i$ that the problem be self-
adjoint.) The prol>:lem. is self-adjoint if and ·Qnly if 
.,.-. 
-- , ( 2. 24) G ( t , t.) : G ( t , t ) . < 
Proof: Let U ~ .,/J f 411cl V ~ _,Ji j, 
Then (L uJ v) -(u, L v) ~(Lid~ .JJ j)-(/Jf> L.lij) 
~ ( f'J .lJ j) - (lf f J j ) by lemma 7 
J b b - b b = « f(t) Jc,,. 6 ~I tJ § (l.J J t J, _ J CL fa. GQ, t} (-' (t) "?](;f-) d t d ~ 
J b '° - \~ 
-:. " S"' G1 ii'·t) ~ ltJ f etJ J t. J J - Sa f," G ft., J) r«J § ('t\ d t J:f 
= J~'° f(.4 b [G fl, izJ - G tc1.1J] ~-etJ f etJ cl t di-
Thus (Lu,v) - (u,Lv): 0 if and only if G(t,t)- G(~,t)~ o. qo-8·od;o 
.. 
COROLLARY. If the problem is self-adjoint,(f,.Jf) is real. 
Proof: 0 ~ (l l4 J VJ -(u, L v} 
=- ~f) f) -(f, .J.1-f) 
= c r, .l! f' J - f!, .11 P J since (u,v)1 (v,u) by (2el)o q.e.d~ 
' 
Let >. be an eigenvalue of the problem (2.5) when it is self-adjointg 
and Cf the co-rresponding:. eigenfunction. Then L 'f:.) 'f and ./.1 L ff:: J/ ~ Cf, 
By lemma 7 we have 
( 2 • 25) tf ~ ).. ,!} 'f 
If there exists a nontrivial tf 6 0 on [a., b] and o·emplex A. such th,a.t 
(2.26) ..)j If : M "1 
than M is called an eig\envalue of lJ and 'f. an eigenfunctiono The 
eigenfunctions of (2o25) are the same as those of (2.5), whereas the 
eigenvalues >I of (2.26) are reciprocals of the eigenvalues ~ of (2-1)5). .•. 
Two basic inequalities will be useful tools in proving the. ~-~-i$te~:c.~: 
:of :eigenvalues for the self~djoint problem. 
The Schwartz inequality: / ( f: j) / ~ II f If If fl /I. 
The Minkowski inequality s I/ f -+ !} /I f II f II + 1/ 9 /t . 
( See Graves, [2], p. 2;;f. ) 
:15 
We now begin a series of steps leading_ ·to· .. the existence of eigenvalues 
for the self-adjoint problem (2.5). 
LEMMA 9o The set of all functions£il<A1, uE.C on (a,b] and llull~l is 
a bounded set of equicontinuous functions. 
Proof: For n ~ 2, G i,s continuous on a~ t, t ~ b by theorem 2. Hence 
given e.ny E. 7 O, there exists a b7 0 such that 
(2-.27) I G(;I,, tJ - G(;f i. 1 't)f t E. whenever / J, - .A .z.14. Then 
IA u (,,{ I J -~ IA (11.JI = I s: c; (JI l '2 J u ("l) cl f. - t/· G (J t ) t) u (t J cl C I 
= I s: [G"., t) - G "1., t)] u etl d 2. 
~ f o.6 I 6'1', 1 t) - G&1. 1t) I I u a.) I d t 
~ f. s: I U(t) j d t by (2.27} 
: £ ( ' .) , u (t) ' ) 
~ ti ( r > f tA I ) f 
!:: l u,1111u11 
=. £. ( b - a )'Ii. II U 11 Since 
{2. 28) 11111 :: [ J: I cl j ]''1. :. ( b - C<.) '!'2.. Thus 
(2.29) for IJ,-J,_f '- .f) l..f1u{},)-AU(J1.JI L f_(b-a./i11u11 
and fjj <A} is equicontinuouso 
If / 6 (.J, t) l t 1 for a~ t, t. ~ b, 
IAuCfJI: / Jt 6U 1 tl <Aetldt I 
~ L,.16 CJ, i J 11 u ecJ I d t 
b ! ¥ J a I I CA (tJ f cl t 
: i ( b .. a. ) '/ i. ,, u ' ' 
•······• .... 
'(2.;o)~ U ~) / ! Y (~-af',. I/Ult. 
:1.6_; 
' ' 
Hence f.JJ LA} is uniformly bounded. 
But for n: 1, G has, a discontinuity at t-: 't. 
:lJ~_-i_ng (-2. 29), th~ fact that I G (;( 1 t)/ is bounded by Y , and (2.28)-•. ·'q.:e .·_d.o, 
The norm of _/J is defined by 
(2.;1) J/A /{ ~ sup II~ IA I/ 
IIUll:I 
LEMMA 10. f /.lJ f J L- ,,o . 
) l/1,.. Proof: I/ A I.All -:. {./JU. J .lJ U. 
-:. {J .. 6 A u A-u J J ) 111... 
~ (J: /_li u Ii di) '11-
! ( Jo."J f Y (h- (.(. }11'1- /I U I/ It d J- ) '11-
~ }' (b - a..),,,. II IA 11 {J,}' I JJ, )'1'L 
= Y (b-CL} If U 11. 
Hence I/A//: suy,IIAUII ! Y(h-a.)IIUI/ 
IIUII ~ I 
LEMMA 11 • I I .A U 11 f I IA I I fl () II · 
'- 00. 
:g."_'-~ •. ·d .• 
Proof: Let U 1 :. L< , Clearly II U I I I -: / • Si.nee fkg U, I I f I UJ // 
" u ' ' 
by definition, {/.I} U / J =. IIJt. U II ~ //A II . 
U Ult II U I/ 
Thus II~ U II f /IA JI II U II. q.e •. d. 







LEMMA 12. II~ I I 7 o. 
Proof: I~ II:. Su p/lA U II u E C on [a, b]. Assume 1/.!J U J/ : 0, IIUII-: I . J 
Then O: LJu: u :/. 0 since llull : 1. Hence I/~ I/ i: 0 · q.e._d.-. 
' 
LEMMA 13. II.All= sufl(./fu, u)I. 
JIU II .,. , 
Proofs -/ (!J tA, U) I ! IIA CA I I II U I I 
!/1)111 1/UII,. 
Schwartz inequality 
lemma 11. Hence 
( 2 • ; 2) 1J -: SU p IC/1 t,f J u ) I ! 11111 / I Now 
1/U II ~ I 
(2.33) (~lVHVJ
1 
u+v): fu."'(.l!v. +~v){ii-+V) clJ 
= J:[A,uu +..AvV +.lf u V -+1:!vu]dJ 
17 
: (A CA) u) -+ C/.1 t<, vJ + 2 Re ( .if 14 JV). Si.mil at:l:Y, 
(2.34)-(.11~ -vJ) u · v) = J; {.J.f u _ .Jg v )(U - ii) Ji 
= (A uJ u) +(A v1 v)- 2. t<e.(/d "'1 v ), 
Now let u 1 -- u -1 v • / (~ a 1, u ) I L- "1 -tlfl) ( ..-. r ( by definition of l-] • Then. 
llu+ vii 
Similarly, 
(2.36)/()J 11~:~11111~~~11)1 ~11 and /(Acu-v)) ()-V)/ ~>,JtU-V/11.. 
But - CA cu -v ), u -v J ~ n II tA - v , , i. imp_lies 
(2.37) (_A[yi-vJ u~v) ~ -1111u-vll~ ) 
From (2•33) and (2.34) we haveU/uJu}+~V1V)+2.fe~u,v)~YfjllA+Vlli 
whereas (2.34) and (2.37) imply ~u,uJ +-""111v)-l l?t{!,U1 V)? -)fllU-VII~ 
Rewriting these results, '\ · 
{1J u, (A} -+ lJ.1 v/) + 2.. Re. (/Ju, V) ~ }t tlt.,H VII t 




















: , I 
' i 
I 
. '. ······· ·-~ --~·---··-·-···--'-···_:.. .. .-.-...,,.. 
4 Re (}dcJ. JV) ~ }}fl\ U + V llt. +IIU - VIit.] -;18.-
~ 11((/IUII + IIVII) 1. +(/JUI/ - II VII) 'L] 
Minkowski_ :c-j;~e,.qual_i ty_,_. -Qt · 
(2 • ;8 ) 4 n t (:A1 u > V) ~ 2- '1 [ HU II t + II V 11 1 J , 
By lemma 12, 11 /.1 U If * 0 so we can write V ~ ~ U • Observe 
_ fl!, u II 
II A (A 11 -· IIA u II -II VII -:. /~ I) If - I/ /I U I/ - I. II U II : I by hypothesis. Hence ( 2.;8) 
becomes 
(2.;9) Lt t2e(Au,,d~,) ~ 2.11(1-+t) = tflJ. 




r.<J. Thus (2.39) becorne!'I 
( _ 4o )[Cb"', h u)'11-J :: I/Au II i. _ J/./.1 u I I ~ Y/ 
. 
2 
• II A cA II I I.I.I u 11 - · 
Now I/All= SU(JIIA IAI/J IIU/1 =IJ so (2.40) implies //A/1-!J//j U/1 ~ )1 
which with (2.;2) gives the desired cot1-clusion that Yf ~ SGf ,o/U:Ju1 <A)/ : I/hi(, 
IIU II: t i.e.d, 
THEOREM 5. Eitherf/JI/ or -1/A/f is an eigenvalue for .A. 
Proof: Suppose I/Al( : sup/Ch(..{) u)/. Then ther·e- e.x;i_sts a sequ~nce_: _of 
IIUll~l1 UeCo.,(aJb] 
functions Urn on [a, b] such that 
{2. 41) II IA11111 II~ I and (Au ..... 1 u W\) -::, llh II. !;1$t 
(2.42) /f/f o = IIA II. 
Since fA U h11 is a set of untformly bounded eqµicontinu:ou:s functions 
r 
(lemma 9), we can select a subsequence fAuw,,~ which is uniformly 
convergent on [a,b] to a con~inuou~ function 'fo o _'(Ascoli-Arzela theorem, 
McShane and Botts, [5], p. 92.) Since [~ l.1""' 1} converges to tp"J 
(2.4,3) max /Auwi' -10 / ~ OJ at;f~loJ and thus 
n,, I~ oO I/ 
~ • L 
.( 2. 44 ) II A CA,,.,, - "0 II = [ t (.II"' vi1' - 'IO )(,/.I u W1 I - 'IO) d .I] 










Now we can ._write 
(2.45) t/)0 : .,iiW\ ,9 Uw, 1 + -1iwt (l.fo - .if Uw, 1 ), .. 
111 1...:, 00 f>1 ~ 00 
Thus ( ,,IJ <.lw,' + 'lo- A u,.,,,,,) Alu M' -1- 'lo - ,,/Ju"'",) 
= (,,!/ l/ Y!ll 1 J A' u,,.,,,) ..;. CA u l'M 'J Vo - ,,!J {.J _,) 
+ ('fo-.,,t!Uw,1 Afllwi 1) + ('10 -..IJUwi' </0 -..1/Uwr'). J ) 
A.s m'~CO this becomes, using (2.43) and f2.4;i}('foJ<f0 ) ~ClJll,,./J,,1/uwi') 
which implies 
{2.46) II.A ulYI, II ~ II 'lo II as w,' ~ (X), 
Now ".A(/ M 1 - Mo u,,., 1 II t ~ f(I, fa C!1(.IVV1 1 - ,,(AO{,,( 1M 1 ){/J-u wt 1 - A,,( of) IM') J;f 
= J/'l,.& u""', .,1;U wt' + AA/ Uwi' Uw,, - At17h U11111' Ulh'I, - .PP .J.ju""', u,,.,. 1 dJ-
,:: IL.BuWl,/lt + Mi/°l/l/1111 ,111.- 2fe .Mo(.&'ulM~ llM'), 
(We use the fa~t that #o -:l~lf is real by definition.) Thus 
\ 
( 2 .4 7 )//JI u..,, I - ,.M '1 (j ,,~t'll 'l. -: II Alu WI I I I 1. + M/ I IU WI, 111. - 2.,.u O (/.1 {,( wl~ u ,.,,,,) 
, · by the corollary to lemma 8. It follows from (2o4l), (2.42), and (2.46) 
that as m 1 ~ CO.J I /,.,bu""" ' -,A,( 0 l{,,.., /I i. -9 /I <f o I I 1. -+ Al/ - 2. M 0"-. 
Since JI.A, UIN1' - A4o U ~ 1 // ~ O we have /I 'f o II 1. _ AA;- ~ O c, 11 I/ Cf~ II t ~ ,AA 01-, 




- t) . -{2.41) and (2.42). Then 
(Z, 'IB} 
t us,,,,, (2 , 4 I J an el (Z , '12.J c e 
) • I 
( 2 .49) I/ A lA IIV1 1 - Mo U11111 ' f /1 ~ 0 as vi,i' ~ co. 
•. 
.20' 
O://~Y'o -Ao 'foll 
... ~,/)1~tfo -A'Cbu~,)ll -fl/A/lellwa 1) - -M0Ufu~ 1)II 
Mink:owski inequality 
By: (2.46) and (2.49) the right hand side approaches zero as m'..:,aJso we have 
(2. 50) 11./-1 'lo - .M0 C{)o I I -::; 0 as W1' ....:, ro, 
' 
Thus Ji Cf 0-: Mo c.fo and by definition (2.26) S'o is an eigenfunction with 
eigenvalue Ao. A sjmilar proof would show - /L!J/1 is an eige.n:value for ..!f 
ir - 1111 l I = ,, vt 1 (Alu. u} , 
1/L,(I/ :./ 
COROLLARY. An eigenfunction <f corresponcling to· an eigenvalue M ~ Ill.II/ or 
M-: - /llJ/f is a solution of the extremal problem of finding a function 
ue Con [a,b]such that(/Ju1 u)=!'°falo6(/-,'t)lAtrJU{;(JJr:JJattainfl its l.u.b. 
or g.l.b. (whichever is larger in magnitude) among functio_p;-~ w·ith Ill.All-=/. 
Proof: Lemma 15 and theorem. :5. 
THEOREM 6. There are. an infinite .. number· of e:j_genv..at:ue.s ,and o.:rthonormal 
eigenfunctions for the .se1f-.adjoint problem .• 
Proof: From t.h~·o:r:em :_5. we have, the existence of· an eigenvalue and the 
cortesp.on:ding eigenfunction, say~ ~::-"o 'fc,. Let X0 -:. ll~II . Then l«jl: I. Let 
(2 • $1 ) G 
1 
(.A 1 2 ) -:: GO l' 1 '? ) - .Mo X0 (J) X, Ct) • 
b 
Perine A, lA (,t) ~ fa G1 fl, V CA (t_) cl t , Since ./J, has the same properties as l:J O ) 
;i.e., lemmas 9 and 13 also apply to 6!.I we again have sup/U,, UJ CA)/ -=-IM,I 
/IUll=IJ CAeC'()Vl[a,b] 
















' '4 - Jo 
... ~ JDL fa U (tj 6 ,~,t) ){oCt.) d t cJ-1 
-::. ft,.,,, J,,. '° u (t) G lt, 11 [, ~J c1 t d t 
~ -
= JP t.i'1') A/, (J,1.) Xo(t} J:J · 
-: (U, A, Xo) 
.21 
(2, 2. "} 
,/j 1 ~o Gf J -:. f "'~ [ Go Cl' ,i}-.A,<o Xo~I fo cc.J] Xoll') d t from (2. 51) 
b ,~ -
:: fo. GoV,t) Xo~Jdt -Alo Xo«)J0, Xo(r) X()ClJ oft 
= Ao Xo -.,,«() Xo 
~ Mo Xo -AAo Xo 
since II XO I I -:: f · 
(2.52) (A, UJ Xo) =(Ul ~/ Xo) -=.((,{) o) ~ 0 
since Po ~t/J.1G>I f. Thus 
for any u 6 C on [Cf, 'g ,, 
In particular,(.)/, X, J Xo)= 0 and x1 is orthogonal to Xo· 
b ' 
Now .A I X, (f) ~ J11• [ 6 0 vf It) - Mo Xa (I) Xo tell 'X ,Ct) J 't 
1 I:, b - d ~ a Go (J) tJ X,tt) dt - Mo Xa Gil L. X, lt) Xoa). t 
:: AO XI sin.,ce X 1 is orthogonal to Xo. Thus A X 1 ~ .lfo X, 
but ./3, X, -= M, X1 so we have ../.j0 X,: .1/, X,: ,a, X, and x1 i·s an eigenfunction 
of A0 as well as of ./J, . 
We know M O ~ ± SU f' //A O U // and 
1/UI{:. { 
M, :: !: SU f 1/..,/11 U I/ = ± su f l/L 16i1, t.l -,M0 'xotf J °i11(CJ] l{(t) d ti/ 
II U I I -: I JIU II ~ I 
lo -
: ! .Swp/lAoU. s~ Mo XorJ) XoCZ) U(t}~dtll 
11u11~, 
= ±sup/1./JoU 1/J the sup over a smaller set.·· Hencej.AA 1 j -! 0 I.Mol .. 
1/U II -:. I G(., ,, u ..L X 
0 -No\v let 6 2 v(, t) ~ G, ~' t} - AA1 ~, U) X 1 (,zJ and define 
b /11. UQ) ~ JQ. 62. (:/,t)~ttJcl t. Proceeding in a similar manner., we can 
construct an orthonormal sequen·c.e 
(2 • 5.3) { X I{~ .) I< : 0 J I J 1.. J - • -




6 -:: 6,., ~jE f J XJ ('() Xi· (rj. 
Since for any f E C, J._/j (-:. f', (lemma 7), 
L J ,}· [ G WI + . [' M .i xj u J .xJ. ev J f c~) cl r = f (;If 
J": 0 
b """ -, - 1 L [AM -f fa, . r MJ· XJ '1') X.i {iJ f ec) d t] ~ (fl . 
J-:. 0 
If I/A ml/-: o, L r. sf},~ MJ' X.; «J ·t·(tJ f (t) d 't ~ {(:/1 
interchanging summation and integration 
~-, 
since summation: is fin_ite ,. :rµiq. 
· L. L AAj c~ Xj) xj t!J = rvJ 
J "";. 0 
or f «) ~ L AAj (f'1 X.;} L )(J· Ct) 
: I: AAJ C'G XJ·) ~ .~J 
J 
reciprocals of those of ,Al • Hence 
·'1· 
since eigenvalues of Lare 
.,., ... , 
,, 
' 
f(!f J = r (f J ~') xj (,f] where x. 
J , J":. 0 
are differentiable. This 1mplies that any continuous function can be 
represented as a finite sum of differentiable functions, whi;ch is false. q.e.d~ 
We have proven the existence of a countab:le infinite number of 
orthonormal eigenfunctions, one co_rres_po_nding ·to each of a. countably 
infinite number of eigenvalues, for the· se.lf-adjoint prob·lem (2.5)0 We 
n.ow investigate t-he possibility of expanding an arbitrary function f £ L~,~) 
;i-ri a series .o.f' these e.ig_enfunctions f XJ·J, the coe._fftcients in the expansion 
beinggiyen by the numbers (f,Xj) •. The number (f,Xj) is called the jth 
Fourier coeffi~ient of f' with respect to the orthonormal set f XJ° 1. 
A useful to:ol __ ·in the following is 
co 
LEMMA 14 . Besse 1 ' s inequality . .f'Kfl X r<}I t. f. 11 f II i. where fie; t.2 (a,b ) and £XI{) 
h-: 0 
is an orthonormal sequence for (205). 
Proof: For any finite m z O, 
wt 
o -~ II f - E ( rl x I() x 1< l I 
1(-:.0 











Since (2.55) holds for all m, we have r l(fJ X te)l 1. f llf 111.. 
t(~O 
LEMMA 15. If {Xi< 1 is an orthonormal sequence for (2o5) then 
1a convergent. 
(I) 
Proof: By Bessei I s inequality, £ ((f, XK) I ! 
~ . ~- ~ llf II is bounded, and since r I (fJ X K) I 
1(4:. 0 
. (0 1, 
·fl{ ff~ ·' . 
is a bounded non ... decreasing 
sequence, the series r / (4') XI(.) I converges. q.e.d. 
l(~o 
THEOREM 7 o Let fe. en on [a,b] and satisfy the boundary conditions Ux.:~- 0:,-~ 
Then on Ca, b] , 
where ( 2. 56) converges uniforml_y. 
Proof: .lf Xk -=M.K X"' by definition of eigenfunction. Then 




'!'hen (g) X,<l ~ Ml( xi(. But (91 xi() is the FoMllier coefficient of !J with 
respect to fXKl. Hence by Bessel's inequality, 
(2.57) ~.M~/XKl1--:: fl(9 1 X1<)( =. lljl(t ~ _l'°/6tcJ,IJ(dt for all m. I<-° K-:o . (). 
Now let Y: sup(G(t 1~JI 9 From (2.57) we· have 
a.~-"', t ~ 4 
~ ·n-i fa lM~ / X,µJ/t. JJ ~ J()'- J}' IGC-r1iJ/1. dt JJ 
or, changing order of integration and summation since summation if finite 
f Mt<."' J/ I XKCf} It Jj ~ f~'- f/' IG €ri.l)/1. d1 di ~~r 
l(~o 
~ ~ . L 
< 2. 58) [. ,u 1,.,"- ~ k y 1- (h -(.l) J ,J = (1. Cb - a) 
1(:0 
since [Xk f is orthonormal. Since the non-decreasing sequence (2$.58) is 
oO 'l 
'.bounded, the series X ,;1,,/K converges. Hence IAt<l ....::, 0 as k ...::f CO, 
1(-:.() W't"'' ...,. 
Now for mZl, we hB.ve Gm.C/J'Z') ~ 6(1, ?) -~£.MK Xl((;(J X11Cl) (2.54) 
" lo ~ ,tt,( - d Then fo. G..,(1/d<AC-rJJ'l-:. f() 6(1,t)UCtld?. -fr, I#l(Xfl)X,/CJUC~) t 
. 
~o 
b M-1 ) J b - f J ) d 
-:: f o 6 (!, 'l) U(l) J t - /1.!o .M(( X,[.! () X "- (t) vt Ct t that :i;s, 
..JJ 1'111 U :: A U - [ ,,ti"' [U J X rd X I<: • Then 
M-( 
(2.59) I/AU - [" M,<(UJ Xf() X,< '' ~ //~Wt U I/ 
I(~ 0 
= 11~~11 I/UI/ lemma 1 
:: f.)t~ l If U I{ definition of M., 
From (2.59) we obta:i_n lim/1.Au - r A/K.(u, XK) XKl/-=-0 rsine• 1...u1M1~ O OS. Wl~a,. 
f'VJ-1(.0 
For q 7 p, 
Thus 
' ' 
--- ··-·-·"--····--·-·--··--.·~"''•'-•··· ·--·-~ .... __ _.,._..,_ .,. .. _. ·-·. .. 
-,;.·,:··. 
' .. -




















since /AU I ~ Y (b-CL) 11i. (I U I I 
q 
by (2.30). (2.6o) and (2.61) imply 
(2.62) / I,,,u,< «41 Xt(l XK I ! 
If-:. p 
Y lb- (.t)vt. (tl{l( Xd/1.]'11. 
tD 'L \ q 
converges. Hence' I I {U) X ,d I '2. -=, 0 But by lemm~ 15, [/(U1 XK){ 
ft: 0 k-:. ,, 
' by the Cauchy criterion, and/ f MA'. (U) X,d XK / ~ 0. 
ti( ~f . 
This, together with 
implies: 
If f satisfies Ux:: o, we have from lemma 7 t11_a:t .\t~L.f :~ncl f'-11Ue 
) b -:·Then p I( (U, x I< -= f (I, u (;( J Ml( xi<(;() d t 
": L" U(j) .JJ X /( Cf\ d I 
'- -~ fa A u XI( JJ- (11 is re·ar): 
q.e ct d·o 
The ease of equality in the B.es$el ine·quality ie called the 
1 oo t 
Parseval equality or the completeness relatfon: //{fl ~ [I({, X ,di . 
fit-: 0 
COROLLARY. If ff On on [a,b] ::and ·$atisI'ies Ux -:::. 0, then the Parseval 
equality holds. 
a:, 
Proof: From lemma 16 we have r-- I (t) Xt<) X,< , Then 
I(': C) 
.£,. +f di -=- !,}' f c~ x~) XK f JJ 
K-: () 
00 (~ -






-(interchanging summation and integration since the s~~ries "is uniformly 
convergent) 
. (X) 
=- r r r, x ,~) c r} x I{ ) , 
If:. 0 
(I) 1-
Thus /If II 1. -:. 11 CfJ X I< ) I , 
k:.O 
q.e.d. 
TEEOREM 80 If fE: L 2(a, b), then on [a, b] 
a:, 
(2.64) f ,_ :[ (f'J X,-) XK 
k~O 
-1~ ( 2. 64) converge e. in the sense of' t·he -mean. :s:qu·~re:.,. o.;r:· :in·: ·the. JO;orµi:, 
M 
i . e • , 1 im t f f - E. ( F J 'X (() X K II ~ 0 
NI --9a, ~ ~ o 
. . "" n Proof: The set of functions f & C on Jri, bJ sat:t.:sfyin~.- U·x .:. O :i.~ de_ii!?~~ 
i.e., for any f. 7 0 there is a function 'f satis,fying_ 
( 2. 65) . f J f - f fl L f. for f E L 2 ( a, b) ~ 
. Now /1.f - f (f) Xk} X1dl :. flf - :f-+ f - f ( { Xt<) X K. 
t{ -: 0 "' " ~ It'\ 
+ r (~ xK 1 x I< - r <f1 xi< l x 1-< 11 
K:o ~~o 
using th~ Minkowski inequality. But 
11 r(C.f-rtx,d Xi</1 = (r({f-fJ1XKl xl(.J r(lf-tJJxl()XK1'11-
-=- [fab [((f-rJ.)X,<)XK [(lf-r))XK) X1{ cf_f] 11'L. 
~ [ rf ((f ~ f)) X1<)/1J '11.-
! [II f - .r 111. J '1~ by Bessel I s inequality .. 
~ 
Hence llf-L(r1X1<.)XKII ~ 2.11.f"-f(J +111- fer, x~) X1dl. k -:.lJ ~ -::() 
I 
"'- ""' ,I'\,. But by lemma 16 there is an M such that for m1 7 M, ,1/f - [({J X1d XK II L. i.., 
K:: o 
ht' 
Fr om ( 2 • 65) ( I f - f II~ f. • Thus II f - E ( f, X K) X I( ll L- 3 f- , 
~ · · k~o 
Hence limllf - [ (fl X1<) X1<.II = 0, q·o9:-e·do ~ ~a, l(~o 




























COROLLARY. If f, L~(a,b), Parseval's equality holds. 
Proof'sl/f-i{f1Xk.)XKllt:/J-fl/t-ftcf,X1<.)lt as in proof' of' Bessel's 
~-:o K:O 
27 
~ ) X 'L inequality. But by theorem 8, llf - I: (f1X1<. K II ~ 0 as yvi--:,o::;, 
~': 0 ' 
q.e.d. 
We have shown the existence of eigenvalues and corresponding 
eigenfunctions, and given an expansion of an arbitrary f'unc~ioh in terms 
of eigenfunctions for the general self-adjoint problem of the finite 
interval [a, b]. 
We conclude with some specific examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Lx ~ - x 11 : i x, x ( O) :: x ( 1 ) -:. 0 , 
2 -Then (D + J )x: o, and x(t) :: c1 cos .r:Yt ..,. c2 sin J7 t, 
x(O):: 0-:: c 1 
x( 1) ~ 0 -:. :c·:2 sin J1, 
Then ll -:. k 7T , k -: 1 , 2 , - - - for nontrivial solutions of tpe probleme· 
. . . I) 0 k1.,. "L 
.These values of .-t' , .-f' -:. n- ; k~ 1,2,~-- are the eigenvalues of the' 
:p:roblem .~d the corresponding solutions, Xk(t)~ c2 sin k7rt, are the 
·eJ;g~·nfunctions o Observe that the sequence of eigenvalues is real, 
increasing, and denumerable. Now let f: / X1<(f} / 1.. c/ f -=. / , Then. 
8 
'L 1' Ci . 
0 




sin 'L k 17 t dt~ ~, we see 
t·ha.t C -:. vf: . . . . . z ~ • We observe that fo sin k7Tt sin P '" t d t ~ O , k ef ...fl. 
·~e·nce the Xk(t):"2 sin k7i t form an orthonormal series. We remark th~t 
the Fourier expansion o.f a 'f:uhc:tion is a special case of eigenfunction 
expansion. 
-- . Let us con·st·ruct- the Green I s f'Qn~rt;;.i:.c,n fo:r· t:h·e: J>;r.obl~lli~ 
•· 

















S ,·11 ,rJ t COS f/2 t = - v.1 
For(~ t, 
f<U, t,.1) - . I fl' (l} <p ~ (2) I sc:fl\ tf1 t cos-~ t 
--
-f0 Wet) IP, ~ J 'f 'L (1 v1 
-
-
.Sc V\ 11:t ? cos rf:I .f - s,va ,Ff! C'o5, ,n 't 
t/~ 
For t -~ tJ 
KU, t,1) ~ 0 1 1. 
GU r f) ~ K Cl r,,J) + .l. aJ· ~- C!, )') 
J J I J·-1 . 
G ( o) r 1 I ) = o -:. a , tf, (o 1 + a 1. f i (O) ~ o ~ a "L. 
.s, b1 u.f % cos ,!JJ-
--
G(I) t, f) -:: 0-: a, 'f,O) -f 42. <f,.(() f l<O;t)R)-: al 5(11\ 111 + sin tT1 (t_-1} 
tr7 
Hence a I ~ s c' Vl ti? (1 - t) 
,r:j s c' V7 v'1 II 
Thus for O ~ t ! t' ~ 1 
G lJ, f J f ) ~ _re_· n_V?~( l;..._-_t_.;)__ 5 ,'11 ,a .I 
V? sivi V::, 







S<Vl .r:l (! -./) 
v.l + 
fc:111 tr.} .J Sc'vt ,!} (J- z} 
tR Jc'v, ,Q 
5c'VJ 1/1 s,' 111 t!:I t cos Q J: - sc.' 111 /:p cos v.t r st'11 ti] .t 
a s·c. "'\." a 
Sc' II\ If} .f: si "1 v..f CO 5 J7 t - Sc' VI ,R .If cos U,f re· vt v:f t · 
,£l 5 i "1 v.( 
We observe that G(t;r ,J)-: G(t.,t, . £) which implies the problem is self-
" 
adjoint (lemma 8). 
... 
~-~ 





EXAMPLE 2. Lx; ix1-::Jx, x(O) ~ x(l), 
Then (iD -1 )x: 0 and x(t): ce·&'.I.J-,. 
x(O) - :ie(l): 0 -::. c (1 - e .t'./ ) :: c- [l - ( cos .P - i sin.I)] • Hence the 
eigenv-alues are given by J-: t 2kTT, k::: 0,1,2, --- and the corresponding 
. ( ) -z.n-i k-' eigenfunctions are Xk t -= ce , k:. O,tl, ~ 2, --- • Now let 
tr' -2.TTik..l 1..11<. k.t 1.1. _ ir' d:' ::: 1 Then C Jo e e d.A - C } o -'f 
and c: 1. Now observe that fo' e-2.11c1tx e 'ln<.1J dJ 
e. •Z TT,· (K • .fJ t I 







- 2 rrc' ~i-./J 
0 
c OS 2(K ---f') Tl ~ c' sir, z(lr--1!!. - I 
- 1. n ( (Ir ---P J :: 0 
.. 
Hence the Xic(t) :. e·ZTlll(;f, k-: O, !. 1, ! 2,··· form an orthonormal series. 
Let us now construct the Green I s function for the p·roblemo 
Fortf t, 
For t LC> 
l<C", t,.f) -:: o. 
, -,.',f./-
-~- e . _,,_, 't ( e 
G{o>r,.I)-= f((o, r,..J) +: c 'f(oJ:: 6 + c 
' 
0 · c'-f (~ -1) - c' .P G (I 1 r 1 .I') -= I( (I 1 r, j) --+ c lf t J -:: - , -e . + l e 
, i ./lt-1) 




. He:11ce for o ~ t ~ t ~ 1 , 
'_/ t. 
' 
mul tipiyi~g by 
. . ,· .l('t -~) 
,e 
I - ,e ,·-1 
and for O ~ r ! t ~ 1, 
' ,'~('C--' J 6 {J, r, /) = - <. e .:...e c-r. .;1)...... c e . 1 ~ 
'"T I . ' 
- -e 
I (·J'(?: -..1 ·f I) 
ce 
We observe that 
self-adjoint. 
G(t,t,l)-: G(t,t,I), which again implies the problem is 
,'.I 
e 





CHAPTER I I I • PROBLEMS ON AN INFINITE INTERVAL 
Section 1. Introduction. 
We now attack the"general self-adjoint problem for an infinite 
interval. We must modify the procedures used on the finite interval and 
we will need entirely new tools. The case of the self-adjoint boundary 
value problem on an infinite interval obtained as a limit of the case for 
the finite interval is heuristically obvious, but- g~eat ca:r:e 1·s needed in 
I 
carrying through the tecbnical details. 
., . 
Let us consider the self-adj-o_int op:e·ta:t,Q·l'"' 
.• 
(; • 1 ) Lx ~ - ( p x ' ) ' + q x 
where p, p 1 , q, are real and continuous functions of 1;.. and p? 0 o Define 
Then we have the following lemma (Green I s Formula). 
LEMMA 1. For any interval [ J, J 11.] over which L ts- deflnE3~--,· an4- ~py, J~unctt1ons 
f, j 
(;.;) 
'~ ~ :: ~If; 3 rlr/ - j ff"+ f fl 3'-/ i p 1 "J JJ · '(p,q are real) 




:: f Cr J ' - ~ f ') I A~ Y) 
:: [f ~] (l~J -[{ 3] V,} (i.Js.fng (;.2)~ q.e.d, 
There is an interesting· :_and.: .itiJ:p.o.rt.arit- -property of the function 
' 









defined in (,.2). 
COROLLARY. Let f and ~ be solutions of Lx : .Rx where L is defined in 
(3 .1) and ,f is a comple"x constant. Then [ f 9] Y) is constant, and hence 
independent of t. 
Proof: Using Green Is formula, we have 1f1.4 Lf - f L 9 J JJ = [f j] Clil -[r 9] (I,) :; 0 
'l, 
since Lf: Lj ~o. Hence[fg](/1,)-:.(f5JCI,). Since .J,J .J,,.are arbitrary, 
[ f 9]«)-:. constant~ [ r g] . q. e .d. I"'· 
Section 2. The Limit Point and Limit Circle Classifieationso 





'-. e . > 
.. th.en L is said to be of the limit circle type at infinityo Otherwise, L is 
s=Eli:d to be of' the limi',t point type at infinityo It is remarkable that 
thii Qlassification of the operator L will turn out to depend only on L, 
and not on Jo in any way. 
LEMMA 2. If every solution of Lx-: lox is of class L1.(o,00J for some complex 
number .10 , then every solution of Lx -:.1 x iS of class L t(op:J) for any complex ./, 
Proof: Let 'I,~ be two linearly independent solutions of Lx:. /ox of cla.ss 
Li(o,coJ. (They exist by hypothesis.) Let X be any solution of Lx-=.,lx. 
Now L X -=- lo X + Cf- ./(}) Xj L X - .I() X -. U- ..loJ.X; oir 
( ,3. 5) - f X '' - f' X + (Cf) -.Jo) X -=- ( ..f - .-Io ) )( . 




-If' necessary, we may replace 'f by ,lp where c is chosen such that [tf'lf]ltJ-:J. 
We have the variation of parameters formula 
y (X): CI }',a) + C 1 1i.CX) + J )( r (SJ [ 'Y,(3) 'Ii (>J- 'Yi (S) 'I, W] el$ 
· c Cl 0 (s) W(1,5JJ '11.CSJ) · 
, . . ' ~' - . . '• - ·--· -.---.,-~ ... 
...... 




. <,iJ "' • ') a 'I ... f 0.) where y 1 , y2 are linearly independent solutions of a0 'I 61- a, ..., . .,, .... 1- .,. -
and Y(x) is the· complete solution (see Hildebr~d, [,], p.;o)e Then using 
(3.5) and the fact that ('ft) W(<f(1} , 1f(lJ) ~ / J we obtain 
(3. 6) X {;()-: CI Cf ft) + ( 1 11 rt] + (!--lo) l 1r If ()j Y.(iJ - If& J 11.vn X ('t) cl 't ,J 
which is an integral equation for X. 
Now we define 
( J t )'I~ (3.1) nxu,-:: f, 1x1 it. 
(3.8) 1/tfl/r. ~ MJ 11¥"//, ~ M . 
1 
t 
Then/ J/' [ Cf Ct} 'l!(?j - cp(r} "lit)] X ('l) J f / -:: / Cf ~)j 'lf/(t) XCtJ d t - 1fC·() [ <f{j) J t J 
, 
' 1 t / 'f(;(J 1[ 'lferJ X tt I J e / -+ I¥'(;()/ f fc lfC·d XctJ d t I 
f I 'fa JI 1/11'1( /JX fl, -t IV ctJ I If If I/ c. llX II c. 
-
G:.tsing the fact that X (t)-: Xtt.J since eigenfunctions ar.e .. r:eal :, and th~ :gG_h·w~rt,.z: 
inequality,) 
t fllf«)I +/1f'(;(J/} N\ 1/Xllc. 
using ( .3 o 8) . 
Then (3. 6) becomes J X(;(J f ~ / C ,/ I If U) I +IC J IV'1J/ t /)-.lo/ [/If{()/-+ fll'gJ(J M /IX /I, 
which implies ( J/f /XI 1. J J )'11. ~ {fc Y,, ,I I tf / + IC 'LI /11/ -+ IJ- J a I£ l<f/ + 111/3 M //XI/J 'L Jj )'/i. 
j 
or fl X I/ c. f IC ,I If <f II e -f /( 1./1/Vlf '- -f /.1---fo / M /1 X fl c. [I/Cf/I, -+ ff1f // (.J 
using (.3. 7) and the Minkowski inequalityo Then using (;08) again we obt·.~ih· 
I/XI/ c. !(/C, f +IC ·i.l) M + 2. Mt. /1-../o/l/XI/,. We may choose c large enough $0 
that /.J-.-11)1 M-i t 11'1 {see (3.7)). Then //XI/'- f(P,/1/(,J) NI; which sh~ws 
'2-
q .• e .-d .-
Let 'I and .'If' be two :solutions of 




(' .10) tp(o, J') ~ sin a<. 11/(o, ~ J -:. cos, 
~ 
. pcoJ 'f 1(0>..PJ -:. - cos cL p<.o) 1f 1b,JJ J -:. sin oL, where o ~ d.. ~ 7f, 
LEMMA ;. Let 'P and 1f satisfy (;.9) and (;.10). Then Cf and 1/1 are 
linearly independent solutions, real for real f, continuous in (t, P), and 
~ lf; 1//, 11' are entire func.tio·ns of -I . 
Proof': W(<f, 1f)(oJ-=- f. Hence If a.nd Y are linearly independent. The 
other properties are obvious. 
LEMMA 4. Let 'I ~d 1// satisfy (;.9.) and (.?.10-.}:o Then(ffY]QJ -:.{ fo:r all t 
and Cf and 1f satisfy 
(;.11) COS oL </(01 J') -f sr.vtd.. pCo) tp'(q,_1) ~ () 
Sc' V1 °" 'tf (o JJ) - COS rA f(o) "f'' (o ,J') :: () 
Proo'f: [lf '1f](o) -:. f(o)[l.feµ)j'(o) - t,''(oj 'lf'0)J -:: si111'o{ + cos1o( = {. 
But llfV'](()-: constant (corollary to lemma 1). Hence ['IV]CO)-= [tfif] '1() -; / 
for all t. Substituti·ng (,.10) into (;.11) completes the proof. 
Every solutio.ri. Qf (;.s) except Y can be writt~ :as:._a ·const~t )1iult_ip:le 
of a linear combinat·.i.on of tv1? linearly indepe?'.}dent solutions;. ,:say 
.-, wl}ep-e m_ :is a. con·.st~t· wh:t:ch d~:·pends on _/, 
Consider the problem (3 .• 9),. (;·.10) toge·ther with the second boundary cond$.tion 
(; .1;) c ()J /3 xa,J ~ siva /3 I' (lo) X '(1,J 
LEMMA 5. A solution X-= tf + WI Y 
.o ::i ($· L. rr J o ~ h L co , 
is 'a .. $elution of (3.9) satisfyi·ng'. 
(3.13) if and only if m defined by (3.12) satisfies 
(3.14) rri(..P1 b/3)~ _ cOJ (3 'f<P,.IJ + iDO,J lf'Q.1.IJ ~ L 
l () :i /3 1f (b) ~) -+ f (foJ 1f' (b) .I) 
·p·r.o.o·f': Sl~_~e X must satisfy (;.1;), we· have 
---
-~ ..... · 
cos P [ lf(l,J -+ w, Wk)]+ sc' vi ~ p{~) [Cf'({,) -+ h-\ Y'(JJ] = o. Then· 
rv\ [cos (!, 1f (J.) -+ s l 11 f, pCI:.) 1/ (i,J] + C 05 /3 'I({,) -+ S£°111 fJ pi,) tp(i.J:o. Hence 
rvi ~ _ cos f3 'fCh J + s c vi tJ e {I,. J 'f 'a) _ _ eo 1 /3 "'a.) + ea J ~ 1a J 
COS /., V°(J,) + £l ~ ~ f (I,,) 'If 1 (b) - {Q~ ~ 'If(/,)~ f (b) 'f'{j) 'f,,-t.d. 
Let 
(if (f ,b) are fixed). Then (3.14) can be written as 
(;.16) M: - Az+ B, 
Cz+D 
From (3 .14) and lemma 3 we s:~e. th·at; m' is a meromorphic function of .I. 
We may regard -m .(;.16) as a com:plex mappi;n.g from the z plane -into the m 
plane.. (.;.16) maps the real :!Ul·S o·f the :z. plane i~to a_ c:lrcle, Cb' in 
the m plane. 
THEOREM 1 • Assume Im ( J ) 1- 0 o Then X : ff+ W1 Y is a s·olut i.on of (3·o_.9) 
satisfying (3.13) if and only if m lies on the image circle Cb whose 
center and radius are giyen by 
(3.17) 
(.; .• 18) 
[_ lf 1f J (b) 
[1f 1f] (~) 
I [Y ~J (bJ 
.. . . 
· r~ s·pe ct.i"ve.ly .• 
Proof: The i;pverse transformation of :(3·.16) Is _giv~n by Z: a+Dmo 
-A+ Cm 
For the image of the real a.xis, we set Im(z.)-=- 0, i.e. , -Z -:: Zo Then 
B+Dm B+Diii which implies (A+Cm)(B+ Dm)-(A+Cm)(Bf Dm)~ o. Then 
-A+Cm =--t+"Om 
(;.19) mm(CD-CD) + m(BC-AD)+ m(AD-CB),c- (AB-AB)= o. 
{~ .• 20) mm+ m (-BC~ AD)+m(AD-CB)+IAB-AB) -.:0 
, · ~D - C~ ~D-C!f l CD-015° 
• • ·~: .i.· 
:~. 
lmf 2-2Re(m ( AD-OB)' 1 + / AD-CB/ 2 
~D-Ci5' ~ en-C!) -:. 
- - - 2 AB-AB / AD-'OB I It can be shown 
~..;.on- + CD-Ctr . 
that this last expression can be written as the complex circle 
(;. 21) m AD-CB AD-BC - - 12 2 I .· - Cn-cD ~ / On-en-) ' (See Titchmarsh, [8J, p. 191._} 
Hence the center and radius of the image circle are respectively 
rb -:./ AD-BC , • 
'OD-CD 
and 
Now using (.; .15) and (.?. 2 ~- we see 
(;. 22 > [ lf 1f J c,) -: ,,c"l { l.f CtJ if- 'aJ -<f 'aJ ilO.J} ~ A a - tJ c. 
- LY yJ W = - paJ l'lfa,) "¥V>J -~riiJ iitJJ-= Co - c5> a1t1cl 
, -=- Ll.f YJ a,) = f Cb) f 4'Cb) '1f '{L) - ff t~) Yeti)} -:. Ao - s c . · 
Thus using (3.23) in (;.22) and (;.21), we obtain (; •. 17) ·apci. :(;.18). This 
together with 1emma 5 completes the proof·. 
We see that X-:. Lf ;,_ W\ 1f is a. s·olut.·t,on o.f c;·.:9·): satis.f:ying• '8. 
boundary condition at b given by {;.:. i;) i.f.·' :(ind ·-only .'if ·m .s:atis·fies :certa.-1n. 
conditions, namely if the points m(/) desc;ribe a circle Cb in the m plane 
as z varie·s: ove,r·· t.he real lineo The terms limit point and limit circle 
introduced ea.rli~r obviously anticipate the fact that as b ~a,, the circles 
-
Cb converge to a limit circle, .or: to a. po,int. ·L.e.t :us· pursue the 
exploration of the image circ'J. .. e· •. ,; 
COROLLARY .f. The image circl~ 0.b. i's .g·ivep b.y 
(;i.25) [X XJ Cb) 

















Proof: [ XX] ( b ) ~ p ( b ) f X ( b) X 1 ( b ) - X 1 ( b ) X ( b ) J 
-= p(b)[(ff (b) + m Y(b )] [ if' (b) + m Ytb )] - [ fl'(b) + m v'(b)] f i; (b) + m Y' (b )]} 
~ JJllU p ( b ) [ 1f ( b ) 1f 1( b ) - ¥ 1 ( b ) ff ( b ) J + iii p ( b ) [ If ( b ) ~ I ( b ) - 1'' ( b ) if ( b )J 
-+ m p ( b }[ V ( b ) if 1( b ) . - 1/' 1( b ) f ( b ) ] + p ( b ) [ Cf ( b ) ~ 1( b) - If 1 ( b ) ¥ ( b ) J 
: min( OD - CD).,(_ m(AD - BC)+ m( CB - AI)._)+ (AB - AB). Then 
[XX](b)-:. mm+m AD - BO+m CB - AD + A!- AB. Thus ·(,.20) ~Pi:ie-~ 
[-rtf] cw CO - =on c6 - "OD cn - o'n 
[X X] ClJ -=. O is the equation of Cb, t · -e. d. Lif 1fJ lb) 
COROLLARY 2. The interior of the circle Cb·is given by 
Proof: Using (;.23) in (3.21) we obtain 
rx ~J Cb) ~ o. 
[11' 1/'] (b) . 
? ~ 
J-rYl - ~t~Y~(~l/1.= /r-r,~JCbJ/i 0 ~ fm + t~~3~J1.-/r,/11JlLJ/\= 0· 
Bllt since (3.20) and (;.21) are the same circle, which is also the circle 
(; •. 25), we have from above [ X X] (b) -:::. / W\ + tf (h) / 1.- / I J 1 - 0 
. tir 11 J (b) (11 ?IJ Cb [11' 1f J (b) - , 
·a.a the equation of the circle. Since the interior is given by 
I 
YY\ + .[ lf 1f] ( Q / 1 L I I I ['f VJ (bl [V 11'] Cb) o"' ·b 1 I W\ -+ [ <f V' J (b ) J 1. - / I ) 1 '- o [,; 'lf J Ch] ['If 11] CbJ J 
we have the interior given by- [X X] (6) L o. t· < . d. ["t 1f J (b) 
COROLLARY;. The im:age .-c,ircle C~ is givep. by [XX] (b)-:. Oo 
Proof: In the proof of corollary 1 we have 
[.xx] (b) ~ nun(CD - CD) + m(AD - BC)+ m(c§:· ~ lD)~ ( AB - lB). 
fact that (;.19) represents the circle Cb completes the proofo· 
THEOREM 2 •.. Points m lie on Cb if and only if 
~ (3.26) JO IXI t di = Jwi (M) l I..., CJ) -:t 0) 
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and inside Cb if and only if 
(;. 27) ' b IX 11. J J L 1""' (wt) 1 N\ Cl) -::j: 0. 
Jo IW\ (J J J 
. b - . 
:Proof: [YY](b) -{y1f](o) ~ ft> {1f L 1f - 1f L ¥'} d ;/ from (3.3} 
b . 
-= 2.C J,.,lf) [
0 
11f/ 1. dJ 




c;.28) [ Y 11'] (b) ~ 2. <. I- (I) fo NI' dJ. 
Similarly, [X X](b) - fX X]co):: lo 6(XL x- X [x) dJ 
': 2. , r .... u l f / 1 x 1 ,. d .1-) (). VJ ,, 
[XX] Col -= rCo) [tf<oJ + 1M 1fCo}J [ l/l,J -+ wi if (oJJ - L<t(oJ + W\ ?trofl [/fCoJ+~ YroJJ 
~ - 2. ' I W\ (n1) . 
b -
(3.29) [XX] (b):: 2c' Iw, Cf) / 0 IX/ 1 Jj - 2c' lw. UM), 
"?~ow assume Im(i) i- Oo 
(~. ' 0 ' rx xJ (bJ 




U-sing (3.28) and (3.29) o Using (3"30) in corollary 1 to thee.rem. 1 -w~ 
ob.ta.in 2( Iwi(l}J/1x11. d.J - 2 C: J,,.,(~) = OJ which implies (;.26). Using 
(;.;o) in corollary 2 to theorem 1 we obtain 2,· Iwi(I) J/l~t\/J- 2c' I...,IMJ "-0 
·which implies .(;·,.-27). qoe.d. _ 
. - . .... ·····-· ... ____ .,,., ........... ·-------~ 
.L,._ •~•., ·,.,,,· • ·,, 
COROLLARY. The radius th o~ the image circle Cb is giiten b:y· 




.Proof: From the·orem 1, f --/ [1/' 'Y'](bJ /. Using (~.28), this becomes 
6 r~ * -= , 2 C: IM (I} f O 11f'J l. J;tl :: 2. rM Cf) f}' 1111 t dA-. fy e. el. 
b 
LEMMA 6. Suppose O i. a L. bi oo. Then Cb C. Ca. 
Proof: For points m inside or on Cb we have 
by theorem 2. Now fcq_ JX/tdj ~ J/IX.11. J.J 
J. b IXl1 Jj ~ I-.~ 
" r ""' if J 
for a~ b implies 
', J. ·c.A. l\,/t (''- t T"""'CM) , 0 I\ C .,1 - !WI d} , Thus m~ Cb~ m6. Ca, 
COROLLARY. For given J, Im(/) 7 o·, if b-=rro, Cb converge~ to a.· ¢i:rc1e :C~ 
or to a point ~ • 
Proof: Obvious from lemma 6. 
THEOREM ;. If the -circles C.0 :converge to a limi't :·circle C~ , every 
solution X of Lx -:.,Ix satisfies ft IX It J;f .L Cb) 1 and hence L is · 
in the limit -circle ca·ere at inf'inity. 
Thus '1f & L,._ (o,CXJJ. No.w l:et ·a£ b, co , ap._d: J·e.t IP.co be any point on Ca, o Then 
' 
by lemma 6-, m'° is ,insid.e any .c·:ir.cle Cb and Jo IX( 1. ell L 
. b 
b~ theorem 2. Rewriting this as fo /lf + Nll:i Vlt. Jj L 
~d letting b-ylt?, we have 






7. k-\ f.fJ 
COROLLARY. lf Lis in th~ limit circle case at infinity, mis on the 
limit circle 000 if and only if f XX] (co) -= O. 
Proof: From theorem 2 we have m is on Ob if and_ only if ;;/
1
IX(I. c/J :: 1 ... (~) , 
~ ; I~ 
Letting b -=100, as in theorem 3, we obtainJ
0 
IXl,.Ji -:. :r..._(""'), which implies 
oo o I .... {P) . 
(; • ;; ) 2 c.' 1 fM CR) / 0 IX f 1. J..:f - 2 (. I Iv\ (W\} =. 0 · 
°" 1,. But letting b ~ro in (;.29) implies [XX}oo):: 2,Im(JfofXldt - 2, Im(f)~ Oo q.e.d. 
THEOREM 4o If the circles Cb converge to a limit point~, there is one 
A . .. 
and only one linearly independent solution X of Lx~.fx satisfying 
fotD/XI\IJ L co1 and hence L is in the limit point case at infinity. 
Proof: Since ob.....:, ~, tb-;o 0. Now (3.32) holds with !Ibo replaced by ~co 
(consider ~as a degenerate cit.Cle) so lf+ Ma, 1" GLt.(p)co); and there 
: ~ A 
is Jit least one solution X of Lx,=. .f x satisfying /o IX ,1-d;f L tr>. 
6 
But from (3.31) we have. 2 I..,.(P) .fc·""'fo l'lf/ 1 cJJ-:: -:b ~ co J 
b~cr> ~~ 
henc.e-, 
,, ¢ c· w' ct;) and tl1e--:r~ _fa at most one linearly indep~nde·nt solution 
of c 1 ass L .t (0, a:;), q • e • :d . 
LEMMA 7. In the limit _point case, the limit point~: _$·f?: an analytic 
function of J for Im(Jl)-:f. O. Further, Im(~? O for Im(J');O, and if~ 
has zeros or p<I>las on the -real axis, they are simple, with negative residue. 
..... [Cf 1f J a.) ~ - ' Proof: The center and radius of Cb are Mb --- [.11' 11] CL) ) , - -lY__,;·_1/_]_(lo) l 
For 01 in particular, mj_ and r1 are continuous functions of _f for Im(P)!Oo 
For b71, Cb C c1 , so if J is restricted to a close·d bounded subset.A.of 
Im(/_) 7 O, the- poi-nts m(i,b,~) on Cb are uniformly bounded as b~CO. The 






















analytic on _.,A.. The £'unctions mb converging point wise,. say on· c.1, 
imply uniform convergence on the closed bounded subset ..A. for the mb. 
Being the uniform limit of analytic functions, ~a!> is analytic on ..A.. • 
Now ~ is contained 
r b t 'IIN\ (Moo) 
lo IX I di t:. 1.,,,,. {IJ 
in·cb, by lemma. 6, and hence satisfies 
(theor~~ 2).. Thus I..,Cf)fc,13 \X11.dJ L r .... (Mco), 
which implies, if Im(J) 7 O, . 
. ·- ~ 
1:(3: •. 34) Im(~oc,) 7 c Im(.R) 7 0 a wh~re c is a pos·it-ive constant. 
Let us investigate the poles of ~ •. · From (3o34) we have 
• 
L.. r w,00 '1J 7 0. Let ()-lo) .. :.. r .. e'(·· .. Then I""' [ ~ ll. + v"ec'&JJ ::> O· qt/" . L u --' o) · - · · · . · · · ·· · · · · ·· c V' e , & J t< · · J · ;.) · · · · 
'(),35) r'- f ~(X) Uo~K e' /(-9-J 7 0' 
Th\ls k ~ Q or 1. ( Othe:rriise the left: ·hand ·,st.de· ttf (3 o 35) changes sign:. } 
Then 'Ii,.,. [~oo floJ e~ (/(,e. J 7 0 o~ly if Meo Clo)Lo,q.e.d. 
We have defin~d the 1 imi t cl:rc1.e :q.r· 1Jmit point operator L and shown 
h.ave ·discusse.d: propert.ie.s. ·of th.e solu·ttons .o:cc:u.ring ·~n, th·e 1:imit circle or· 
1>-J.mit p.oint :P'r•.obl:ems.o ·we how .gt·-ve ·B. .. me·t·bod O·f d.e:termfning in ·.cert·aln c·ase.s 
to which clas.:sific.ation ·the :ope.rator :L: .be:longs •. 
positive cons.t·ants such that for large t, 
(3.36) q(t) Z - klM(t), ~(pMr~dt=w, / p~(t) M' Ct) ,~(t)/ f:. k2, 
·T·h'en L .i.s. in the limit point case at infinity. 
2 ~ Proof: .Let X be a. real solution of Lx:. 0, and assume X £ L ( 0 ,co). Then 









f.J (PX'J'X di-=- f :l'E> ~idJ 
C. . M C M 
J 
?- - I<, [ X 1. Jf 
41 
{Hypothesis). 
Rewriting this as rt K (PX') I d) Jc M 
and integrating by parts yields. 
. A ~ -/(, fe xi ell-
(;.;1> (px'J A -J 1(-. XM' + A')CPx.1 JJ 
M c\ Mi. M 
Then (3.37) becomes . 
· t 1t ,. ~ .. I I (3.58) - f X' X + l p X dA -1 PXX. M J.J-
c M ' M1-
(3.39) HCfJ: r 1 P X' 1 J_;f and observe Jc M 
f 1 P x' 1 M' di f {f 1 /P x' x M'j J;t)i. 
C ' M C M,_ 
·~ ( ( ~ 1 f> 'It. fV\ 'J (J '11. f X XI I di) 'l 
. )e, M'l1. , M'1~ 
£ I( t (f 1 _f 'Ii. I XIX I d A),_ 
1. t. N\ l/1, 
. J 




~ I'\: Ii.ti) fc-t IXlt d.J- L I("' H ct) 
1 
where k4 is a positive constant 
·s:ince Xis real and XcL2 (0,a:>)o Then (3.38) becomes 
(3~4o) - P X '.J ~ H 
M 
rx'x 7· !i .:I'f ·H( t) -.::, co as t --7' a:, , we estimate N\ 1. which shows X and X1 
2 have the same sign. That is, 2.XX' 7 0 and X is a positive, increasing 
function. Thus i'1./'XtsJ/\/s 7 xia,)[.Ai -A,) 7 N for any N. 
I 




We now suppose that L is of the limit c,:ircle type at infinity and 
that 'f and Y' are t\-10 linearly~independent solutions of Lx-: O, with 
lf, 1f € L 1.{o,00). Let If, 'V' be real and satisfy [ l.f if):. f('f Y~ 'lff'}:/. Then 
(5 .41) f '11. If VI 1"1'L 'If 'f 1 - , 
.. - ---M ,,.,_ M ,11- (PM J't1--
which implies {/fcro (<f1.J'l1. {~11' 1)'!1.JA/ 1'11. _ [ f J;a, (1f}'t1. (f:J' J 11'-JJ/j'h 
~ [f~CD iptJ_J ~<D ,0,X'~fJ]'/1. - [fccP1/ 1J.f few ~1.JJ-) 1/i-
(using the Schwartz· inequality) L CO since <fi tf G L1.(o.,a::>) a.nd H(t), 
·see.: {3.39), is finite even as ·t4Ct>. ·T,hu:s: (;.41) is integrable over (c,co) 
(ihe left hand side) which is a. contra.diction since by hypo:thesis (3.41) 
(the right hand· side) is not integrable over (c,m). Henc·e there is at 
2 .. 
most one linearly independent solution e_f.: c_lass L (Q~(Q), i.e;, L is ·o·f 
I ;· 
the limit point type at infinity. q.e.4. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose M( t..) :: 1, 0 ~ t t. 00.. !_.f.· ~i(t) -~ ---le, )~ a PO$·it~_v¢: :qopstant, 
and ( 00 f-'1'-Jj -:.tr)1 then L is of the lim·it point ~ype· at in-finity. le .. 
. I 11, I M:.. J/i I . . . •.· Proof: Since f 1. M ::Ofk1 always holdsi, the. h:,rpotheses 
reduce to the hypothesis of the corollary. q.:e .• :d.o. 
COROLLARY 2. If p{t) 4 1 :for O ~ t~cc, and q(t)! -kt2· 'f'or: some p:os:.~tJve 
constant k,. then L is in the limit point case at irifinit.y. 
Proof'.: J,00 (f J ''1. JJ " fc «) j J.,f- -= k j /~ -= co. 
Hepce the :riY.pothe_se s of t·he.·o:rem , .. al ways: .hoJ::d., .or r.e:duc·e to tlte· 




Section,. Some Results from the Theory of Real Variables. 
In order to extend our expansion theory to the infinite interval, 
it will be necessary to use some results ~rom the theory :r real variabl~ 
LEMMA 8. Let h(x) be a function satisfying 
(i) h(x1 ) ~h(x2 ) for x1L x2 
(ii) / h(x)f ~ H(x) where H(x) is a continuous nonnegative functiono 
Then the set of discontinuity pointa of h(x) is at most enumerableo 
Proof: Since H(x) is continuous, H(x) is bounded on any compact subset 
of (-oo,o:::>), say fa,b] • It follows. that h(x) is also bounded on fa,b]. 
But the set of a.11 discontinu·ity points of v(x), where v(x) is a monotone 
<i • 
increasing and bounded functton, is .at most enumerable. Hence h(x) has 
at most enumerable points of discontinuity on [a,b]. Since the interval 
(-a:>, ro) may be represented as ~ enumerable union of close.d intervals 
[a,b], h(x) has at most enume·rable points of discontinuity. q.e.d. 
THEOREM 6. .(Helly Selection Theorem). Let {~(x)), n-:.1,2, --- be a 




whereH(x) is coht1nuous and ·nop.n~gat_i:ve, then.there exists a subsequence 
{htl, (x)} such that lim hn 1 (x) -.: .h(x) ·for each x where h(x) is monotone 
n 1-rco 
increasing" Further, I h(x)I L H(x). 
Proof: Since the set of rational· numbe.rs in enumerable, we can ar·range 
it as x1, x2, x3, • • - • Since the sequence of.' real numbers f hn (x1 )} is 
bounded by ±. H(x), there exists a convergent su~sequence, by the Bolzano-
Weierstrauss theorem, say hl(l)(x1), h2(l)(x1), h3(1,<x1),···. But the 
• sequence f hn(l)(x2)} iS al sci bounded, so there exists a convergent 
.I' 
I 




subsequence of' it, say h 1 (2)(x2 ), h2 (2){x2 ),. h:,( 2 )(x2 ), -·· • Continuing 
in this manner, we select a subsequence h1·(l)(x ), h2( 2)(x ),··· '~{n)(x),·· • 
( the diagonal method) of' the. ·original sequence f ~ {x)J, which converges 
for every rational number x~ x1 ,x2 ,x3, .. -~ . Denote this subse.quence by 
f hn.t• (x)} • Now let 
( 3 . 42) C j-:. lim ~ 1 ( x j ) , j ~ 1 , 2, · · • • 
n "-:,co · 
(; .43) h(x):: inf C .. 
. Xj>X J. · 
It follows that h(x) is monotone increa.s-ing, and f h(x~L H(x). Now 
inf cj ~ lim inf ck, which implies 
X j } X f-=, 0 f Xk-, X ff 
(;.44) h(x):: h(x+ 0):: lim h(x+f. ). 
f-7 o+ 
Since the set of rationals is dense in the s·et of· ·the: ·r·e:als, for any f. 7 0 
and any real x there, ,:exis,t rationals xj,xk.: s.u:-ch'. th-at, .x:·7 ·xj? x-f 7 xk 7 x-2 f., 
Then 
(;.45) h(x) ~ Cj ~ h(x-f.) z ck?: h(x-2t) 
But h(x):? h(x-0):: sup Cj, so (3.45) becomes 
XjLX 
(;.46) h(x)-?h(x-o)-:. lim h(x-t)z lim sup Cj ~ lim h(x-2f.). 
f -1 o + t-10+ X·Zt, xJ.L x-f. £ -7 o~ 
-No.-w if: ~t i '-''j , hn ( x) ~ hn ( x j ) , so 1 im hn t1 ( x) f. C j • Then 
n H...;,o::> 
(.5 • 4 7) ITm hn 11 ( x) ~ inf C j : h ( x) = h ( x + O ) ( 3 o 4; ) , ( J o 44).. Thein 
'1 "-:,oo Xj 7X 
(3.48) sup C j=h(x-0) ! lim hn n(x). 




At every point of continuity of h(x), h(x-0)~ h(x+ 0), which implies 
-
-from (; .47) and (; 048) that lim h 11 (x) ~ lim h u (x) -:: h(x) o n n 









By lemma 8, the set of all points for which lim hnu(x) does not exist 
n"...:,a, 
consists of at most enumerable points. Hence the·se points may be arranged 
x11, x21, x31, -- - . Applying the diago~al method to [ xk •} andf 11n 11 (x)} as 
before, we can find a subsequencefhn' (x)} off hn 11 (x)j such that 
lim hn• (xj,) exists for j 1: 1, 2, ;, -- - • 
n '-?co 
q.e.d. 
We will also need the fo,:llowing Integration Theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose f hn J is a real, uniformly bounded sequence of 
nondecreasing functions on a finite interval aL xt... c, and assume · .. - · 
. . . 
- . ,( . 
-. . . ~ ~ ·~· !'~':'- ; ·.. • ;·: . 
lim hn(x) ~ h(x)' a~ X ~ C. If f' is any continuous _functioz:1_:Qn·'\s.~:,c"='c ~._a, 
• n ~a:J ~ C .,,;·'·! 
then lim [r(x) dhn(x)-: f f(x) dh(x). 
n ~OC> a, a 
Proof: See Graves, [2], p. 28;, ~heorem 25. 
Section 4. The Green's Function. 
It is convenient to rewrite. the :pr;op;le,µ1 ·d_e.fln.e .. d- :lJ-y (3. 9), (; .10},. 
fuid (3.1;.) in the following form. 
(; .49) L.X. ::. -(px 1 ) 1 + qx '=.1 x 0 .. -~ ": .. . ~- . b .. ).;;_ co: . .' -- '-,-· ~-, . . ,· 
~Jn ~x( o) - cos ~P (b.) .Jc'' :(o):: :o· 
cos/ x( b) + sin /3 p (b.) x- •• (b:-) ~: (). 
Let us compute the" Green 1 a func--tion fo:r· t:he problemo Let 'f. ,. f-a_~: 
:before, be solutions of Lx-:.1x s_at:isfy"ing (; .• 10)-0 Let X-: V'+ m1'1o 
THEOREM 8. The Green I s function for (3049) is given by 
.,. 
G(t, t ,-f )=Y(t, .P) [ti' (t,f)-1 m-Y,('t',I)} t ft 
=Y (1, .!) ['P (t,~) + m y(t,.J)~ t'L to 
Proof: For tLt, K{;(,r,J)~ I 1/l(f) lfCt) 
I 1f (t) i (tJ 
~ 11' ('Z) 'f (:I) - 1f ft) lf (tl. 
''>.._ 
For t~ t, K(t,t ,R)::. O. 
Then from ( 2. 15) , G ( 0 , 1 ,-1) = 0 + c 1 j' ( 0) ·~ c 2 'f' ( 0) 
- '\., 
G(b,1,-f) =-Y(t) <f ~b)- 1'(b) ·~ (t) T c1 -yt(b)+ c2 Cf(b) •. 
Since G(t,t ,.f) must satisfy (;.49), we have 
sin ~ [ c, 'lf(o)-,. c 1. <.f(OJJ - cos o<. pCoJ [c, ¥' 1(0) + c .,_ i/'Co)] :: o, 
C O S f3 [ Y (l) 'f (/o) - 'lf (t) <f et) + C I 1f (b) + ( z.. <f (b)] 
-+ sivi f3 p(b) [?f tt) <f''(l.) - 1/''[b)tp(c) + c, 1/' 1(/,.) -1- Cz. tp'll,)] := Q. 
Tne first of these equations can be written 
CI [ 5( Vi o( Y(o) - C 05 ol. f (oj 1f '(o)] -+ C 1.. L 5 i VI <f...' Cf(() J ...,. (" os cl,, f°W) <pro) J ~ 0 
which with (;.10) implies_ 02-::0. The second equation can then be written 
.COS f's If (b) + C 2. - Cf (t) "¥-fl,) -+ 5 ,·11 ~ f'(i,J 
~ 1f (1) 
-: a 
Since X-= tf+m1' satisfies cos/3X(b) + sin/3p(b) X'(b)"!:0, we see that 
ct. - tf'(t) - WI which implies C 1. -:. Cf ('l) -+ 11,\ 'lf't'l), Then for t ~ 't, 
"f ('t) - J 
G (I, 't, I) -= '¥'0') f <f' ('t) + W\ 'Y'a'~ and. for i L t, 
G (1 1 ? ,.P ) -: ?f ~) Cf (f )- v,_g\ ~fl )-f '/ .(:( )f 'f Ct')-+ wt ¥et) J t 'l{'(t) £ If (t) + M 1/'tfJ}, q ..e .--d. 
COROLLARY 1. If L is in the limit point case at infinity, G(t,t,P) tends 
to a unique limit. as b:~::w,- ·and lim G(t,--r,f)E L2(op,). 
b -.,ex, 
Proo·f: As b .::,ro, any point m on the circle Cb approaches the ~µnit point 
£co, independ-e"r1t of the atjgle f-, in (,.49). Hence replacing. m by ,co in 
the Green's function given in theorem 8 gives the unique Green's function. 
1..('t 
Let X (1) -=- 'f(r,..R) + M00 1f'(r,.i), Then / X C-d / /cJ I 'lf (;() I 'L dA t (X) and 
1. 
co 
l'lfCTll 'li f X Ct'] /t dj L a:> since X(t) e L 2 (0,«1). Thus G(t, 1, I)~ L 2 (o IX'). q .e.d 
't 
COROLLARY 2. If L is in t.he limit circle case at infinity, G(t,t ,!) does 
not tend to a unique l~i~·,: but lim G{t,t ,.f) €. L2 (o,ro). 
b~OO 
-
,·, ·-.· . .::;'::::·•. ,,. 
~~~~-----------lllll!lllml----------------.. , 
47 
Proof: G(t,t ,P) d-oes not tend to a llflique limit as b -,ro since m can 
be any point on Ca:,; hence m-:: m(Jd3). Since both ~ and xe L2 (o,a,), 
. 2 
G ( t , 1 , I ) 6 L ( 0 ,a,) . q. ~ • d • 
Section 5. The Completeness Relation and Expansion Theorems for the 
Limit Point Case. 
We now investigate the l,.i.mi-t :point. e.ase at infinity., From theorem 8 
we se.e that the Green's func~ion for problem (;.49) is symmetric int 
and t. By lemma 8, chapter 2, we see that the problem (3o49) is self-
-
adjoint for the interval O ~ t ~ b. Hence there exists a sequence [A b'I} > 
n: 1, 2, --- of real eigenvalues and a corresponding complete orthonormal 
~.et of eigenfunctions [ 0 ~.,,} • As before, let ~ 1V be solutions of 
Lx=/x satisfying (;.10). \> We observe that -Y, satisfies- the .fi.rst boundary 
condition of (;.49), and thus no solution o.f· Lx=t..fx :i.n<f.e-penden,t ~-r y can 
satisfy that same condition. ·Hence 
·where rbn is a co-n:stant. 
Let Pb be a monotone nondecreasing step function/ of )... , .having a 
jµnip of lrbn1 2 at each eigenvalue .l(.n , and constant elsewhere. We call 
Pb the spectral function for the problem. Assume Pb(~+ O~--PbC:\) and Pb(O)==O. 
If p is a.ny monotone nondecreasing function on - a,'- ,A·L (X), let L2(p) 
denote the set of all functions h such that 1: / h(A)./ 1. J f(),) "- (X), 




Proof: Let f be any continuous function on O ~ t.L a:, satis:_:fylng 
f-=-f'(t) 
f-:. 0 
.. ., .. - .. -, "-, ' -- ......... . 
O~tLc 
ct.. tLro , whe-.re: -04.. c£ b. 


























1,. 00 ~ 
Then the completeness relation 1/.Pfl -=-Kf/(f,X1c:)\ corollary to theorem 8, 
b °'I b ,, chapter 2, applied to 81.n ,, c,.50), yields f lfltdJ:: [[, f V" 1f Ji/ or 
) 0 I)~ l " lo VJ 
. Let mb(R) be a point on the circle Cb, where Im(P}7 0~ Le:t Xt-: 'f + mb 1f 
be a solution of Lx=lx. Then (.~.51) implies 
0,52) fob IXL.I"' JJ = .[ /r--b.,{i I fob X1JI) 'fCI, 11,11) J;t/~ ,\ 
Let ~h (;t):: 1f (A-l A_ l:,v,). Then 
. b -(3.53) [Xi, ~VI] (b}-[Xb ~~(D} ~ fo f~t1LX1, - x~ L Yi.n '5 di 
h 
-.: fo{)thJX"-XbAbi-i1/1,vi) cit properties of eigenfunctions: 
~ 
'.: u- A1,,,) L X1, ~'1 dJ-. 
Now [X b ~111 (b) -=- P (b) {X ,_(b) Yt, ~ (b) - X ~ (J.) Yt,11 (b)} 
~ f Cb) [[ lf1, aJ + rn 1!'J.n 0.) J ~ ~ (b) - ['I~ CkJ "'" vt1 '¥': 11 O,lj ~ ,/bJ} = o 
since Xb(b) and "l;:n (b) satisfy the second boundary condition of (3.49), 
whereas [ X 1:, 'Y'tn] Co) -: p Co) R 'f" Co) + M 1".n(o)J ~~ (o) -[If~ Co) + Wt 1f ~n Co)] fitn (OJ] 
-=- [SC:l!l ~ -1,. W\ cos '<A.J .$CV) cJ.. - [- ( OS rA + W\ "''"" ~J C 0$ CA. =. / using (JolO)o 
I:, 
Hence from .(5.53) we have fo X,Jf) ·tvf1 Ab 11 ) dJ -=- 1 L~ -.l:,h 
so that (;. 51) becomes 
(}.54) J/ I X1,CtJl1. di -= [ lv~~li/. ' \ ~ = 
1,1- A ~~I 
by definition of Stieltjes integralo Since mb is a point- on Ob, we have 
(theorem 2). This 
fact together with (3.5~) completes the proof of the: identity presented. 
-- ·-·~·-.. -··- --.. -- .--· ·- ·-·• ·•~---··-----..·--... ~· ··--~:·n-··•. >•, :·.••,-., ,·, ·,,_,·-11~··11.~.--•. · 
LEMMA 9. Let f have a cont(inuous second derivative on O ~ t ~ a:::>, and let 
" 
f vanish near t: 0 and for large t. Then there exists a function 9 e L2 (p) 
such that .lc'Wt / foa,lf~)lt d.J - JMJ5("A)f 1. d p(A.) / ··. = OJ 
M ..::, oo 
-M-
oo 
where 9 ()) ~ { 0 f'{i) Y'~ > l) d_/, 
Proof: From theorem 9 we have, 
. Jex, df1.0.) -
f'or Im() Ji O, .. oo /').-.II.,_ -
In particular for J-_ c' 
C'b c. c, for b ':? IJ 
, this becomes 1: j(~ ~J ~ I""' rvl b (i) • S ,· nc re. 
TM rvlb Ci) '- 1 IN\ YV\,(i) = k, 
Thus J'° J f1;, CA) '- k.. 
,1..'~ I > 
-00 A 
which implies Jv. Jf1oQJ '- k. 
-"' ).'L + I 
'V d~ t>J Then surely f e t. l( J 
-'V I -1 "'\/1. 
. 'V 
O I/" J cl />1., (>.) t... K ( I -t V 'I.) f o V" V 7 Q. 
-V 
'\I 
Now fo J~(A) L /((/-4 '11"), so Pb(V) - Pb(o) ~ pb(v}l k(l+VL) , ·• ·:. ••., since : 
Now by the: Hel.ly 
Selection theorem (6) w,e m.ay select a sequence b.,...:;,co, with a /3' ·, Q·t;,./J.L.-rr·: 
for each b11 , such tri.a"t,= ~-- su.bsequence of' lP"nJ exists satisfying lim Pbn~P, 
n.:,aJ 
br definition of Stieltjes integral. Then 
Now· 
(3.57) o:::: f f1f]{(x;>l- [rv]eo>-=- [
0
ro{1flf- f [YJ JA ~ foa:,1f (lf -fA) d,;/. 
1 












. ''"' . .. ,. •' \ ' ~ ~ - - ' - - - .. ·"""- -~ -·· ' ~--·····_,.."_, --~~·._._, ____ .... ,·,.·'-·-"._._;·,, .. ·, 
Now let A~ (- O?Ja:>) -(-.AAJAA.]. Then for large M 70 , 
('. 59) 1 / g o.)f i. c1 f/>.l !:. A,/;~ A 1. / :J 0.) I 1. d f b 0.) ~ ] .. 1:1 (L {)Cf) I ? J t-
From (,.55) we have fo«>tfUJtt.JJ =f.=JjO.)/t. dp1:,0.) 
~ J;tsO.l/1. dtt,o.l + _h. l9CA)li. df"'O.). Hence 
(,. 6o ){J
0
cr,/ f{t)(1. di -f /j OJI 1 ,/ f1. O) / = j6 /9()J(l df ,.(),) !: }, tfcLf )((J / \/ f (3 • 59)• 
Using the integration theorem ·(7), as b~ro, we have from (;e60) 
. I 
I 
Then lim / frojfk()l 1dJ -JMfj(>,.)/ 1 JpO.J/ ~ ~ q.e.d. 
M .::/ OD o -M 
LEMMA 10. Let f'E L2 (q,a,) and vanish for large t. Then there exists a 
function 9 E L2 (p) such that lim / foco/f.(;(}/1.d;I - [,µ._ /jO,)/'L dfO.)/ = 0 
M~ro ~ 
where lim f'° / 1 {)..) - la. f [;() Y.(;(1 A) d;IJ 1.. d p 0.) -= O. 
a-;,ro -co · 
Proof: There exists a sequen.ce of functions fn E 12 (0,co) possessing 
' 
continuous derivatives and vanishing .for large t such that 
((.I:) 1-
lim Jo ffn - fm\ dt~ Oo Then lemma 9 applied to fn ..;. fm yield$': 
n~~ ~ CD . 
0.6l) fo ffn- fl'll\(I.J4" :: Jo:, /911 0i) - j,vi().)/1. df'O.) ) T .. Th· · e··r··· e··. ·:n·. · .. . : . .... 
c,.62) 9,.. ~) -=- J 0~ ~ e1) -v,u, AJ d.:J . 
But as m,n-=,ro, the left side of (3.61)-=, 0 so we have fg'1(A)J converges 




·which is the limit in the mean off .9t1J. Thus 9"1~ ~·· , fn...:, f and (;.62)·· 
becomes 
,··J 
(3. 63) 9 ()J :: J,,CD f .lf) "f(/1 A) d.;f J 
Then J/'f-tCIJ/'L Jj: ..l,·wa L'°lfvi«J(Z. d./ 
converging~ in the meano 
fn -7 f in the mean fl~CX:, 
-:: .J ('N\ _[: I 9"' 0) I 't. d plA) lemma 9 
. 1)-7 CO 
, THEOREM 10! If f E Li.(o,co) there exists a function 9 €. L2(p) ·such that 
lim 
and 
Proof: Suppose fELt.(o,co). Then define 
c,::) 
.. ··a·: ~Gt "!: :( ·. !'a (;() 1f{JJ )) d.t · an . ·· Jo . , 
fa(t):: 0 aL t 
Then 9a. ~ [0a. {g} '1f (;I, ) ) d.:I, 
l ($) l. ( <D l. '.:I Since -oo /9a.O.)- 9J(~j / J,l>.) '= ) 0 lfa. ~ fd I d for aL d 
! d 
-::l(lra/ 2 - 2 Re fafd +/fdl 2) dt =f/fl2 dt - 2£ctlf/2, dt + [tt:/2 dt 0 O .o - 0 
{since for a£ d, tf a, fa= fd-: f) 
d 
-::.j/r(t)/ 2 dt-'7 0 as a~co, i;.he set f9a.j converges in tht, Iil~~ in L2 (p) ~ a 
to a function 91!: L..,_(p). Then.fo lfltJj--: .c V:Ja.O.J/1. dtvn l,y lemma 10 
This important theorem says 









the integrals converging in the mean. We may regard theorem 10 as the 
completeness theorem, with (~.64) as the Parseval equality. (Compare the· 
corollary to theorem 8, chapter 2, for the case of the finite interval.) 
We may regard(;. 65) as a transform off by means of the f'unction Y. 
We would like to consider 
c;.66) [(;() ~ f 00 9 a) Y(;(, 1 l d fO.) 
-a:, . 
Jle an expansion theorem (compare theorem 8, chapter 2, for the case of the 
finite interval) o ·i; 
THEOREM 11. lim Leo JruJ -1-v 9Ct\) 1//U, )) J10.) /,,, JJ (A,' , t,') .:,1f m,cr,) o '..M •. 
cl 
2 Proof: Let f 1, f 2 EL (O,co), and 9, 19-z_ be the corresponding tran-sformso It 
can be easily verified that fr1-,. r 2 t2 - lf'1- r 212+ ilf'1 + if2 f 2-i(f1- ifJ2:=.4f1f2 • 
Then from (;.64) we obtain I 
I 
• I 
fo'fl f, + t i.l 'L - tf, - r,. (1...,. df, ... t .f,J1- c It, - c f i.l 1.J lt :!£1~, +9 1.t-11, - 91.I \ i/':J, -4i1 11: < ~,-<'. 9111J,.oO) : 
-00 
which implies 
(3,67) l .r, f'1. JJ '.: J ~, 9t J.pO.). 
~ _a:, 
Let Pl:: 12(0,a:,) and vanish for t~a70. Let Q be the transform of PQ 
Let r4 (t) = f j°') 1f/(1(1 A) dfO) where Ac:. ~, v]. Then 
a ~ 
(3. 68) _£ Ft. (I) f(;() J,t -:: /o4{ .9().) 'Y{;I. 1 l) d1 (;.) 'Pet) J~ 
:: ~ '30.) fo a. f (;() Y,f{, A) dJ cl /0.} 
-= ~ 9 v\) /,,rv j>(;() 1/'(/1 )) Jj d pol (}?: 0 for t '7 a) 
= h. 9fA) Q (~) d f oJ. But. 
(3- 69) lo~ ra) f(:() d) : j 9~J &a) d1a) from (3.67) • 
~()() 
From (3.68) and (;.69) we have, letting a-?co, 
·.~.· 
•• ·-·· ·-~ --···· .. --...... y ............ _ ••• ~--,.,.--, ... _..........,.,,. ..... :.,.-;.,,,,pt~~,,;,•1,,~·i~,:WH'~Y,~;-i<"'-"',L .. ··-·-·-'"""--" .... ~·--·--····--······ ..• · 
• 'i' '. ~·· 
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Then 
(3. 70) / Jttf(:I) - {CIJl PC<) Jj-J 1.. :: / he. 90.) Q D.) d 1CJ) / 1. 
~ Jc. / 90..) I 1. d pO..) "'c: / 6? OJ (L d ,0 O.) ( Schwartz inequality) 
(0 ~ Jc: / 90.JJ\lpJ<J [IQ ClJ( i. J fO.) 
-oo 
-= ~' }90.JJtJfOJ foa:,JPtf}l-r.. JJ (since Q is the transform of P). 
Now let P(t): f(t) - ~ (t), 0~ ti a, P(t)-:: O, ai.to Then (;.70) becomes 
11/·11">- ~(;f)/1.d.l/1. ~ ~t /9().)1\fp()) J/4 /f((J- f,.«J/1. di 
•I 
I 
which implies fa""/ f (;() -fv 90.\ 'l/'(!, ).) d po.JI 1. J;f ~ JJ1w(\/,PO.) -JV )ga)/ 1.. J.1JO.). 
M -~ f ~ y 
I 
Since the right side is independent of a, we let a ..:;,a:, o Then 
THEOREM 12. If ~a,(j') is the limit point, then we have 
VV\ ~) - ~ (/cJ) ~ .I\ fro{- I 
(D a, _a:) A .. JJ 
Proof• From theorem 9 f 00 J f1o ().) 
• ' -oo ,~-..f/'L --
Now Im mj( .R) L Im mJ '.I) for b "7 1. Hence for ..i':. C , we have 
Im (j Im (i 
j<XJ rlti.CN 
- w ). ~ 1 l. ] .,.,, ~ 1 ( i) '- a, . Then for M 7 1 , we have 
Ja, d ft.O.) A ,11 
, 1.. f = I< '1.f) ) where K(M)--"7' 0 as AA ...;,a,. Then A-I A ~ 
1(D cff,.QJ ~ f<D J(A.OJ ~J(X) df1aO) -
~ ~'L M A1--(2)-t) :M- (~-/) 1+/ - K C-tA) J where K (Jc)""?' 0 as M ~ro · 
Similarly, [~.,u Jf~Q) L. /( ~) . Nowj(J)df.,OJ 1.f<DJ~O..) J(rn) 
M ,~ __ _,,i.. - M A'L L. ~ 
implies 
C 





.,....... '-~ .. -
; - .:"/. ::.~{~--· 
..... , 
·,r··-~· . 
, ' .; , :: . '. .~-.. .. . 
(theorems 6 and 7), 
But as JA. ....::, a, 
f a:, cl /J1qO.) 
-cD I f-..e I~ -= 
' KW)~ o. 
7""" [ WI 'a (p )] 
:r~ (.LJ 
Joo dfO.) -(,.71) _a, l)-.-fJ~,-
Henc.e 
(theorem 9) becomes 
as b ~a:>. 
·c;.72) -:i.""' [ W1a:,fPJ] =7 ..-i(fjf:d~~~,,:: 
Then 
Now . 
(3..7;) Iwt[ j · ~= 1 [ 1_ ( 1 - _ 1 )1 
. ·. 0-..1 l Cl -J) ] ""' J-..t ~-..P ~-.J )J {since A is real) 
J-i 
_2-__ (-' ) .. J A .. p 
-
- · I ) I ( I 
- ~-.-! -= "i A-~ - I ' ~ Iwi ( ~ ~~) · ·' ~-~ ·1 
" 
since the imaginary parts of two analytic functions bet:qi ~qµal implies. 
the functions are equal exc~pt fpr :a real constant. I:,~tt:ing .J-_ ..fo in 
( 3. 7 4) {Jhows c -:: 0 o q. e. d. 
THEOREM 13. If ~Cf) is th-~ _J,imit point, then at points A,A of 
Continuity Of p, W8 have p.(~l) - p(..«)= lim ...!..f).r,.,.[ ~CD(1/+t't.}J d~. 
. 
f-70..,. 7r :M.. 
Proof: Letting 1"-V+i£, ~-:.<r in (;.72), we obtain 
I...,.[ W\eo(v+,'t}] -:: r deed . Then 
-a:J (<i- VJ t. + f 1, . 
- .. - . -- . ··-· ... ,_ .... -. -~-·-· -·· -·-· --- . -~·-~- --- __ _,_.,,. -, .. ·-· ---··- ·-··· _.,,, ., -,..,~- -~,- . . . .,.,., - -.. --~,-. ~--·- -- ------··







~-allll!!!!'--!!!'!!!!'!"-·-·""""""··"· ......... ------------------------------~~-,-----,--,-::---:-,-:--~~..,..,---,---~~~ . . ~-~,--. 
interchanging the order of integration by a nc;,ntrivial case of Fubini 1 s 
theorem (Saks, [6], p.77). Now 
1 im f). I..,, [ ~IV (V H. 'l. )J J 11 -;. Ja:, ..Ri """ .. (all'C{4 II\ ~ - r - ()I"( ( 4111. ,M - (") JI a) 
,f-,o"' ~ _o:, £ ..:/o f f. 
-= 1: (If.- t) J tC<rJ + Llllf -f VJ d 1fr) + ~(D f 11,_ - t l)J J t(<r) 
~ 7T [ fJ (A) - f ~) J . q •. e • d • 
COROLLARY. There exists a monotone nondecreasing funct-i_on p on - co'- .l. '- Ct:J 
such that at points >..1 A of continuity of p, we ha-ve· 
J~~ 
Proof: From theorem 1;, p()) - p(.A,\)-: lim ..! (~ -i.""'[W'a, (Y+it.)] J11. 
. f. -10+ 1'f )M 
Then lim [ pb (~ ) - Pb (A)j: lim lim .J. (). I.,,. [ /1111 (V+ ,· t.)] J ,v 
,-,oo t-=1co f:~0-,. TT )M 4 
-= .,JC: M # f '). 1_ [ Wla, (v+ ,\)] d v = f {).) - f (M). 1:J· e. J. 
f.-10+ M, 
THEOREM 14. Let :)C L2(p) and fA (t)-: h. 9()) lfe/, 1) dt0..) 
where A is a. finite A interval. Then as .d ~ (-00) ct>) , ~ is convergent 
in 1'2.-( 0 ,a,) and tends in the mean to a function f c L 2( 0 ,a>). 
Proof: Let fl, :::> Ai. and let P~ L2(0,«>) be a function vanishing for larg:·e ·t·o: 
Let Q be the transform of P. Then using (,.64), 
fooof~,(l).f6[:fJJ f(;(}Jj =f: l-14 gO) ¥'6',)} J;,(J.}"j(:(J/j 
. I '2,. 
.~ ~ -.1 fa:, Pt<l '1/11, J.) dJ- 10J d10.) -= 1 . QoJ 9C\) d/Q). 
I 1... -f:D ~ 1- ll 2, 






I·t follows that 
.c;.15>1.J:'°{f,«, -{/t)}Pet) dt('-=-/h,-41- &tJ.) 10.J df())'/1. 
~;:-" l'!JO.)(Ld10Ji_A IGJ~)j1.J10) 
~I '-''1.. I.JI Z.. 
~ I;,, -A 1. f 90) f 1. J fO.)ftXJec I & O.)/ i. cl ,d;)) 
::. h, -ti) 9{>.J/ t dpOJ foa, I fet) I 1. d:I (1. , 11). 
Now let P(t) = r. (t) - f (t), Oaf t ~ a, P(t) = o, 4t..t. Then from·(;. 75) 
.. , Ai. . 
we have / / 0"-/£ Cf) - £ {J)J~ dJf~ ~1 /9().)11. JtO)J,,°(-f'CtJ - fq)f1,. JJ 
~. '11. ~, - '1'L O :4 t 41- J 
or fo<l. / f, Ct) - -f;.i.(;tJ J 1-J) f h,- ~i. / 90)11. J pC\), 
Since the right side is independent of a, let a~(£). Then 
J;/v/ ~, t() - {,. (;f) (l d.J ! h, -A ,_190.)('- d /OJ. \ 
Letting A, and 41. ~ ( ,001 cvl we see by hypothesis that the right side 
apProaches zero. Hence f.d converges in the mean in 12 (0,cx,)-...___ q.e.d. 
In view of theorem 10, if we can extend theorem i4 to imply that for 
eve:ry 9 6 L2(p) there is an f ~ 12(0,0) such that 
...l,·IN\ Jo/ra} -t. 90.} VCl,J)J 10.)J\Jj -=OJ where gN -:. foa)-((!J 'I/Ii, A) d~ 
{<A, 1t J -y fer,) a;,) . 
then we can assert that the correspondence f ~ 3 is a one-to-one norm 
preserving mapping of 12(0,G't>) onto L2(p). That this is the case is shown 
in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 15. If 9E L2(p) there exists an fe. L2(0,a:>) satisfying 
..,fc·W\ f,,ID(f«l -111 90J 1f~,JJJ/0.)/1.. Jj -:::O, 
W, 11) ..;, f oo ill' J '; 
and by means of this f the function .3 may be represented ln: t-k:fe: :f·orm 
1 ().J -.: }. -((.t) Y Pt,)) d.:I, 





in the mean as 47(-oo,oo) to a. function f6.L2(o,oo). Thus we need to 
(a:, "'- 2( . ) 
show 9£A) ~ Jo (&tj 1f (I, )) d), But by theorem 10 there is a ~ 6. L p 
The remainder of the proof consists 
"'-' 
of ·showing that g -:. j , 
We first prOve fi'3CA) - foJ/1.. d,oO.} :: 0. 
-(X) Let r :. 9 - f. 
~ 
Observe that r &. L 2,.(p). Now { (;I) = ~ ?f l!r) Y«, o-J J,o (tr)J where .0 -::. /J,IJ A], 
Then )CW\ Jj ~6 «J / 1.. JJ = 0 
.A ~(~«J) t> 
A,o, 
since~ (t) converges to f(t) in the mean • 
We next show that h6 (t) is the zero function. Let J be a complex 
number with Im (J)7 O. Let H4 (t,.f) :: .£ ~~-~(!, )} dtO.), 
Dif~erentiating under the integral with respect tot (see Graves, (2], 
theorem 24, p. 28~), we obtain 
LH11 -: -pH: -p'Hi+ qH4 -=- { :~[-f>Y'''-f' 1Y'+'f,Y]d/Q.) 
:: h f!!/(L 1f) dp().) =· fei ;.~ A 1/'{fii} df(l) 
= r ,iv-o.) "ffJ,~)dfJG)) + 1 l>. .. ~J r(A] ¥1(.A)J/J(A) _ /)H 1 
I /J A -.-f 4 l ---f 1 - A A + '14 ,. 
Now sin~ HA ( 0 ,/) - co sol p ( 0) H) ( 0 ,I) 
-: j ( (}J [Si "1 DI. 1/'(0rf) - COS of. fCD) ~ '@) 1 _p)] d () {).) : 0 
l-A' A 
by lemma 4. Since HA(t,J) satisfies the above boundary condition at t:O., 
which no constant multiple of 'f~,1') can satisfy, we obtain, using the 
variation of constants formula as on page 32, 
H4 (:I, ,1) ~ C4 "f (,(J~) + J/ [ 'f'{;(,.P) 1f tr, ..R) - tf(r,...P) "f((, .I)] \ ('t) d 'C 
as the solution of (L -P) H~(t,P)= h4 (t), where c 4 is a constant. which 













H1JJ,..,I) : k ;.j> 1/1(,(,).) d,oOJ converges in the mean to H in L2{o,co) 
for fixed ..I as A~ (-roi coJJ ~y theorem 1I. 
. I/ 
Now Jo~{lf(;< 1.IJ '1/'(r,.,P) - 'f {r, ~) f(l,11} h/r) J T if lff(,J')-Y,t,'t)-'f(r,.l)Yf ,,f)lid tj,}~p-~t J '91.. 
1: (la *1 'f{'.JJ rcr, 11 - 'ft, .;J ,, u..11, 1.' t i(D / t,6 ('t) Ii d r) '11. -::, o 
as 4-9(- a> ,a,). Hence, let ting A ~ ( -m,co), we have H( t,..R):: cl" ( t, ~ o 
Now H(t,f)~ L2(o,a,), but 1'(t,P) f. L2(o,co) for the limit point case 
(see proof of theorem 4)o Thus c and hence H(t,f) must be zero, i.eo, 
HA ~ 0 as ~-? (-a,,«>). 
(1j 
Let r; {)) -: [, k~) 1f ({, )J dJ J 
0 . where K(t) :: 1, .Q ~. 'f;i. e.,.· 
K(t)-: O, s,t. Then by theorem 10, r; 
€ L2(p). Now 
J;,'1:) H4 f,t,J) di -:. //); r_~ Yfo', ~) J 10.l d.t 
= rr r ...-w k«) YJI .ll df().) JA -:: r r.s r0J 1<.UJ 111(, l) J.I d1a) lo la ~-..f > )4 ) o >.--! 
Letting A~ (-D,a,), we have \ 
since f°; (A) and ;_, are elements of L2{p). This says 
~ fa, /V'O.) t;' ()) /d poJ is absolutely convergent. Since 
~W\ !ct) ~0.1 (>.-.R) r; ~) Je(J) ::. o. 
- aJ ( l -_/ J (~ - ,P ) 
I 
"l 
Let ~ -: <r, ~-:: V + { l . . T ja, rt!/J ( c:r - (v - it. )J G cirJ d,e(V -:. 0 Then we have h-1 I ( . JJ~ 
-<X> er- v+c i 
Jct:) or 
-cc 
E r- <ir-) /: rr> d ptrJ -;: O 




Now as in the proof of theorem 1;, we obtain 
., 0 • i''f E r{<t") f;'C<rJ decrr) d11 0 - A' ( M {0-• V) 1- 1.. t-,o• M, -oo + f 
- j(D r {o-) /;1 trJ ~( .Vl/4. [ta"'_, A - f - t 4M _, ~ -r 1 d f (q-J ~ 
- -m t-,o-+ E f J 
and hA (t): O. It remains to show that r-: Oo 
Since Y (0,) ): cos~, cos~ -:f O implies from 
59 
that £ r(,lj d f {)) -:: 0. 
If cosci:O, a.ind. -1- 0 and hioJ.:. i Y'(>J ~Coil) d p{).) -: O 
o -= { V-()) 1/''(o,~) d f(l) : sc·vi t/\ l vOJ d f QJ 
which implies, as before, that hr().) df'{).) := 0. 
arbitrary, for any a) 0 and any step function Y we have 
implies 
Since 4 is 
Since the step functions are dense in L2(p), 
we can choose Y such that (: I roJ(I. d I a)--; 1: YO.l r aJ df <AJ -= o. 
Since this is true for all a, we have r-:. Oo q.eod. 
THEOREM 16. The boundary value problem Lx ~ lx, 
·c,. 
sinoc. x(O) - cosoc p(O)x' (O):. 0 
is self-adjoint if Lis in the limit point caseo That is, 
· (a, (a, A A (Lu,v): J0 LuV di= ;0 uLv dt~ (U,Lv) for any u,v~ D, where D is the class 
o~f'unctions satisfying • \ 





2 (ii) u and Lu~ L (o,c.o) 
J 
(ii i ) Sino( U ( 0) - COS~ p ( 0) U 1. ( 0 )-: 0 • 
Proof: Assume Im (..P)~ o. Let u,v~ D.· Let r~ Lu -.lu, P~ Lv -.Pv. 
2 f (X) (J:> Then f, P & L ( 0 ,ro) • Let · 1 ~ 0 f' Y lf ., Q ~ h P "f J~ 
U :. f(J.. g 'f dp(J.) Va. ~ ja. ti d"'OJ 
4_ -{J.. ').-.-f J -(J. ,l.-..f r I 
N 1M. ((!)Jj f 4 Q(>.) Y'«1AJ dp(A) - r'"J(L F«) Q~) Y'K,l) J,/)a) d.J OW O - GL ~ - ...f - /o -0. ). _ ~ f 
= it.(. JM. ~OJ (Ct) ~{,(.~) dJ dfO.) = 14. ~ 0) J C,1) (.M. J '}/,/../ l} ,JJ 
- "" o A -..f - " )t-.,f f Jo -{(;l TCtT I • 
Letting .M -Z]<D, this becomes fo"° + Vo. dJ ~ 1-: 9 Q df ().) · 
6-._·_ -. 0 .. 
Similarly, J;M. fo«) l.f ja.. 9(l) 1f ~. )) J pC\) -=fa.JO.)_ d10.J (µ P«J YV, l) J.f 
o _(), l-1 -"- J-.,f Jo ' 
which bl3comes, as µ~col fo(I) P Uo. d.i = Jo.. 9 Q J1aJ. 
- (J.,. '). - ..1' 
Hence (CD-f Vr.1 dJ-:: (co Uo. i° d..:f J <'. e.1 (~ Va.)-= (Ua., P), 
- Jo Jo 
Now from theorem 14, as a-,a,, va~ v and ua-=;, u. Hence (f,v)-:: (u,P), 
which implies (Lu,v) - (lu,v)-::: (Lu - Ju,~)-= (u, Lv -lv)::: (u,Lv) - (uJv) o 
Si~ce (./u,v)~ (u,fv) by definition, we have (u,Lv): (Lu,v)o q.e.do 
Section 60 Further Study of the Limit Circle Case. 
Let us now turn our attention to problems of the limit circle type at 
infinity. Then for Im (i);. O, the circles Cb(/) converge to Ca, (I) as b .-::,o::J. 
Each circle is traced by points m-=m(/,b,1'), 0~ ~L7r for fixed land bo 
A point mcr,(/0 ) on the circle Cco(/o) is the limit of a sequence m(./o,b.,~.) J J J 
j~ 1,2, .. --, with bj-J''° as j..a,co. Denote m(./, bj,l'j) by mj(J)o Let Pj 
denote the step function pb associated with the condition P. at b.o 
- J J 
THEO~ 17. Let ~( / 0 ) be a point on qr, (..lo) and ( b j, ~ ) a sequence such 
that m( J" , bJ· , fl,) :. m. ( / 0 ) tends to m (/0 ) as j-:, ex::>. Then for al 1 --! , J J ~ 
'", 
_.,Il~ 
-....-.~ .. .,..,_...,.~~.:,i\'H~..,~ 
~· . ' . . .. : ;:· .. ' : - . 
•.::-;".:.· ... :·,.·-: ,'.: ..... ·· .... ·· .. ____ .. ________ ---------·· - ~--·-----·- ·------ ._. __ ·-.· .. 
lim ml I) 4: m (/) where m is a meromorphic function of p ' and j-=100....., (X) a) 
. . 
l im [ p, (~ ) - p, V,( ~ : P * ( .l ) - P* (M) , j-;,a, J J 
Proof: Let Xj(t,f):: t/(t,f)+ mj(Jl)y'(t,/), Then 
[Xj(t,I) ij(t,~fl (bj) - [Xj(t,P) Xj(t,,)] (o) 4, 
::j{kj(t,111) LXj(t,J) -- Xj(t,P) LXj(t,t)} dt (3,3) 
0 1,. 
:: Cf-.lo} £ J X1 (;I, I) X j (J,11)) di . 
61 
. But fX/t,f) Xj(t,~)J (bj) = p(bj) f X/bj,P)Xj(bj~)-Xj(bj,.P)xj(Dj,loiJ=o 
sinc-e Xj(t,J), -Xj(t,~) both ·satisfy (;ol~), the boundary condition at bj• 
However, [ Xj ( t,J) f j ( t,fo)] ( O):: p( o )[ Xj ( O ,P)Xj ( OJ,C - Xj ( O, P)Xj (0 ,/.,) J 
11. 
= p(o)[[f/'(01.P} +MjfPJ -Y,(o1J)][lf 1(0J.lo)1+ V11jtfo) Y''@,lo)] 
- [ If '(o,.P) + ""'3 (f) 1" ro} .J )]['f(o) lo) + MJ(f,,) Y0,AJ]} 
:: - mj (.I) + ~· Vo) using (;olO)o Hence 
lo. 




(3. 76) WI_,· (I') _ h,j (Po) + Cf-./o)k .J <f{,f ,.J) Xi fl,,/1>) J~ , Now 
- I - (I- --f o) f b.i 1//(;t,.I) X; f(.,lo) J :I ,. 
(;. 77) [ J 'f(/,.IJ [ff(/,~)+ MJ·(lv) Y(t,A)} J:/ 
0 
. 
ls an entire function of I o All solutions of Lx-::/ x are of·· :c.l.:ass ,12 (0,a:>), 
so as j-ya, , (;. 77) becomes 
, ( 3 . 7 8) Jo'x, 'f(.;I, ..P) { 'f {:I, ,lo) + Wb, ifo) y,' .«,.Ill J} J.f , 
.,' 
! 
If' ,f is restricted to some finite region -A- of' the J plane, we have 
:from (3.8) that 'f and Y have norms in L 2(o,a,) which are uniformly 
bounded in ...I\_. Then, using the Schwartz inequality, 
62 If 'ffl,~[lffl ,1o)+ M 00(/11)Y~Jufl JJj1'" ~.£.i lfll,,f)f1. JJ J,j'fl-J,P) + m,Jt} Ji(,.Jo){ JJ L N\, 
Hence (3. 78) is uniformly convergent in ./ to an analytic function of ~ 
over a finite region of the .JJ plane. Similarly for the expression 
Hence (;.76) is a meromorphic function of/. ,. 
WI; Clol + lf--1,' ;:, ;J 'P(:1,/) x.i 61,.lo) d~ Further, lim mj (/):: lim 
I - (/~.lo) fa '". 1f~,,1) ~- (,(,.lo) d.l j _., a, j-=1 a, 
- fllla:, (lo ) + Cl-./,, ) fo(Jj If(;(, J') { 'f ¢1i..e) + fllla:, (Pa} 1/' 6'..lo n d,;/ 
-
J - {,1-.,/o) £ro -y'(;(,./) f Cffl,lo) + fl'b~)W,.!,)J J,:f 
By the Helly selection theorem, there is a subsequence f p j) which 
converges top*. Then 
O. 79) ,lim fp, ().) - p. Ca!'=. lim lim · # f ).IwJMj (Vt-it)] cJ,v J-=1 a, J J J-'100 f -10-1 :M., 
. 
! ;\ . ::. .,lc·tM ff I""" [ YV/o:, (-v+c't.)] d11 --(.-10+ M. 
THEOREM 18. p* is a ~tep function, discontinuous ori1y at the poles AK J 
• k-:.1,2,-·· , of m«- with a jump at the poles equal to the negative of the 
residue of the pole. 
Proof: We know m«> is real on the real axis, and the poles_ are simple 
poles, occuring on the real axis, since ·Im (.P) # 0. No_w let J ~ ~o -+ c' f. J 
M-:. Mo -it. If [Mo) ~0 ] contains no poles, 
~ )o -1- c' t. ) P D + c' t) - f lM"' c' t.l = ,I, ·IM. ..! ( T L~ (v +it)] d IIJ ( k 1 (J , 7 CJ) : 0 f. ..:/0-1- 1T 1~ • M a, 
. 
~o-C f. 
since the integrand approaches the· imaginary part of a real quantityo 
Thus p* is constant on (M 0 J ~o], If ~0 is a pole, ~
0 +t.. fl~Q +f) - f'*A -'i.) - .J. J. (;o+~ [W1 6Nit)J J11 - 'J. f..1,._ l l . f'('f)J cJ' O \.l'lo - f-~t+ r/" I; -t. ""- a:, 
- l;I,'\ £ -7 o"' T, )o-t 
But f(z): B1 + A1(z - zo)-+--.0 since we have only simple poleso 
z~zo 
• (.. 
Let z - zo,-= re T d . L-fl d • · hen z :. , re · • and we have 
_ .... 
· -- '.' - ---· . "·-"~·--~~;, .. ~ ... -·-·~--~--~-~_.,..,__,.,__..,, ., -'~T-l~lt.~-;,'V,~,;~~'9,rf~~i.;',~!l,,l.•,'!i,''-l!f\,-3'..CJ;. ....... 'I. r:-,., 'I'-.«-..........,....,,.... .. _,,_._._~..,..._ ._,,..., .• ~-----..--,-"'-~-·- ····--·- ·--. ------- ,,.·--·------.-,--~-..-.----..,.._. • .,,._....,~----...-..-.~-. ·~~-.,., ..... .,_ .. ,.,-• . . '· . 
,1 
•o•n'' ."~"ll'll.(.Jr.'.tf,.'J'·; ... ;,~ 
-·--·.--..~~··Q-:,•·;,;\_,; .• -:. _ .... _ .. 
' I 
' 
-- I _I,' IN\., ..!. fo f,· B + ,· A V' t e u'*+ - __ 1 d IJ. 
- M r...::J o rr Jrr 11 ' ' J 
-: I,,,,., ..!.... 8, i (- 7T) = - 13 1 • rr 
Let D~ denote the set of functions u satisfying 
(~.80) (i) u is dif~erentiable, with u• being absolutely continuous 
on O ~ t .! b for b ~ ec>J 
(ii) u and Lu ~ L2( o-,o:,>; 
(iii) sin~u{o) - coso.p(O) u 1 (0)=·0J 
(iv) [uXro] (co)= 0, where XO)( t ,lo)= tp ( t ,,, 1- m«){t;) 1f ( t ;lo). 
Let G•(t, t ,Po) :: Y{I-, fo) XGO ('Z'J .lo) ~ ~ t J 
~ 'YI (1) i()J X°' {;(,~o) t '--" 
~ 
tJ, '¥ (t) (-,.ao) ..L:J (/o) {tf) -:. fo G~?f, r,,4) f'Ct) d t 
(see theorem_8). 
2' for fE L (O,CO) 
Le.t· ·· 
~ J,w 
= fo 1/'(t,.ld) xa, f{fo) {te) d t +~ ~ 11 Gl,.lo) XID f!:,1o) ftt) J t. 
* . 
Then A C!o)f{!) is absolutely convergent, since f and Ia, are of class L2(o,a,). 
THEOREM 19. For ariy fE. L 2 (0,ci:>), u:. A-1<Cf11) f ~ D* and {L -.fo )u :.'f. 
Proof: Let <(IQJ-:. ff/,1oJ, 11'.IJ--:- 1f(;l,.JoJ, From the equations (3o 17), (; .. 18) for 
the center and radius of C~, we have 
(;.82) [tf1fJ~) + M"'LYY'](a,J-= OJ I l1f YJ{cx:>) I 7 0, -N:ow 
c;.a~) [if Xo:,1 ~J :: plro}{'V!(o:>) X~~) - vtooJ X°'cooJ) 
= Pi1(lf '+wiek) Yj - Y'(°tf +fnao Y)J 
~ f (if if I - 'lj/ 1 if) + rn~ p(,; if I_ ,, 'lf) 
= L'Yt ctJ croJ + mcx, [1f lf J,(CX>), 

































Similarly, [V'V'] ,; - [V'YJ . But from (,3.82) ,[lf'V'J~) : - ~J.YYJ~}: ~«J[Y1Jt»)J 
solVlf'J~)-: ~JY'V']V,O) ~ -[1/'ff),q}, Then (;.8;) becomes 
lY X.J~} -::.(Mee, - ~ 00)[1f 'lf]<ilij 1 O sc·111,~ · Mex:, 1- W\00 o.,J (1'/J(a)) :t O. 
)./ ) ;,I 
' (J;) Let u ': Uo f = lo 'Y'(?').fo) xa,l,iu) fttJJ t + l ~,lo) X«l(r,Jo) tl'lJ dt. 
Then u I«) ,:: x;,, fl./o) lo~ 1f It, /o) f' (t) d ( + xa:, (! i1o) 1f (;(,,/0 ) {' (;/) 
+ Y'fl. ,,lo) h ro Xtx:> {r,flo} (6) cJ "e - 1/' 6/, .Jo ) X oo (,(,Jo ) -ro') 
which shows (i) of (;.80)0 
U 11(;,() = x; (il,/o} // 'ffi,,lo) ((?l cJ t + 1//11 (! ,.Jo) la> Xo() (T,.Pr,) f'(rJ J 'l. 
+ f :X~ Q ,J'o) 11'1,,to) - )t'(if,~o) Xoo fl,~o)} f{f) 
=- x':x, (z(,~o) J/,; tt,,10) f'ft) at + y ''P,-'o) lw xcDtr,hlf etl Ji + .r«)[Y' Xct>]<tJ, 
-
. ~#) 
Now L1f Xa,}.(t) ~ to..i.s-i .... t ~ [Y Xoo] Co) 
::. f W) [ 1/1(0) f lf '{b) .,_ Wla:, 'V'to}3 - 'V' 'co} f lf(i;>} ~ W1oo V'(aJJ] -:: -I '1 (), I o J , 
Then Lu= -pu" - p 1u 1+ qu becomes 
LU~ -p(X'/» J/Yfdt +Y 11 l 00 X(l)-FJr.) + f 
- f', r x ~ J/ v r t1 t + v ';; xo() r t1 t ) 
+ 'f, (X(1) j/ 'V'f J t + 'Y' /,rec Xoo f d t) 
= L Xoo J;;t ,; f d t + L Y f: X(X) f J t -+ f' 
= .,lo Xe,, f0 ~ 'If { J t + Jo 1/'t00 Xco f d t + f 
= Jo U + f:>, 
Now faro I(,.((;(} ('-J.i -= forof XO) f6 .:f 'Y'f d t + Y La::, XtX> t' d 'C / 'Z. Jj 
~ J;/0 I Xa, lo ;f-1f'f d t I d J + J/}lf f; X"' f c1 t / d .i 
! foa>/XQ()/1. JA .£,'c,/Jo-' 1ff dt 11. dJ + {iy11-dJ [GC~a} Xro f dt/\.Lf L ();,} 
since X, 1/' ,f 6' L 2( 0 ,ro). Hence u G L 2 ( O,a,), Lu= ./0 u+ f 6' L 2( O ,a,), and ( ii) 








-,:; .. ·-_-.:,.,, ·-- ., _ _; .,_.;. -··------ ---·· ,.. ---·-----~--·--·---- . 
Now sino<u(O) - cosot p(O) u 1 (0) becomes 
(sinc< Y, (0) - coso{ p(O) 1}'1(o)]foco X«> f J t.: 0 
by (;olO). Hence (iii) of (;.80) holds • 
. _, -- ~ 
Final 1 y ( uXcX>1 (co) -= p { uXo:, - u 1 ~) (CC>) co ~ f(O) f Xro [foct)'JP'-f J t] x;- Xo'[Jqa:,Y-f J t] xa, ~ :[XX]@')£ )'If cl t. 
~ 0 by corollary; to theorem 1. q.e.do 
THEOREM 20. If uED*, then f:. (L -'7)u~ L2 (o,co), and u:: .,J*(lo)f. 
t . ~ 
Proof: Let f ~ Lu -/0 u for ue- D•o Since f€ L (O,tt>) by (ii) of {3o80), 
w -=u - .IJ*(!()) f E D-,, (theorem 19). Now Lw -./c,w 
~ Lu-L}J~f-/()u+/()A+-r ~ {Lu-.la u)-(L~~f-,/o_Atr) ~ O 
by theorem l9o Hence w: c1Y + c2Xeoo But (iii) of (;.Bo). implies 
c1 [sin~ f(o) - coso< p(o)Y
1(0)] + c2 (sinol X0 (0) - coso<. p(O) X!,(O)j ~ O 
-~. which with (;.10) yields c2 -=. Oo However, (iv) of (;o80) implies 
0 -:. [ W Xoolla,) ~ f ( W x~ -w' Xa1) ~ f c, Y x.~ - fc., YI' Xa;-:: c, [11' X]<eo] 
which yields cl: O. Hence w: 0 and u ~ ../J~a)f. q.e.d. 
Theorems 19 and 20 tell us that A.)((fv) is the inverse of the 
I 
operator (L -lo) with d·omain p•. 
THEOREM 210 The boundary value problem Lx~Jx, 





is self-adjoint, i.e., for all u,v<! D*, J; VLu dt-=- )0 uLv dt. 
Proof: {°(VLu - uLv) dt~[uv](D) -[uv] (0) by (3.3). But 
[ u v] ( 0) ~ p ( 0 )f u ( O ) v 1 ( 0 ) - u ' ( O ) ii ( O )) = 0 by ( iii ) of' (, o 8o ) o Tli.us we 
need only show [uv](co)-:.Oo For u,v~D*, ~,gtS L2(o,a,) such that 





























· Lu vJ Cb) :: f(b) i ua,) V tb) - u 'c1,J vW3 
~ p(b) f CJ* f rJ,}){AJil:J {J,)) 1- (A* f{k)) I C!!-1( j (JJ)J 
!: f(b )f[° 6 .f Ct) J t (faro 6 j (r) d 1.)1 - ~coG f et) J t)' £"' 6 j CtJ J t } 
. . .. · -/ 
::. f(I,) ( fo ~ Ytt) xa,a,) ((1) dz +{CDW,) Xz,et)(crxlt){o !ct)X2i) 1te)J t + ~~J ~) j(?) J t) 
- f (I.) (fob vrr) X,/b) (a) J l ..,. ~ 00 y,q.) xtt)a) fer )d t'f (l' '1/'{r) XIX/lL) ~(r) J 2 + ~OD 11'0.) XJt) ~¢) d ~) 
b r' 
-= p (t) ( Xx,(~) x:(~) -X:,(b) X.o (4}) lo 1/'(d fer) d t Jo Y'Ct) 9 ~) d t 
-+ f(.4) Xa,Cl.) fa'° 'lf'tt) f(r)dl ,f'a)f;:' t&) 9Ct} dt 
-+ f(b) 1/'a.) 1w XJt) f&l cl t[ XO)a,) J/ ¥°er)~) J t + ,;aJf.00 X,Jd JCr:ldtl1 
- p(b) XO,«.) Jo'' 'V,c't) {Ct) J t 1/ltb) l(P X(J)<J) f et) d t . 
- pC~) f/4J 1~ Xa,(J:) 9et111.2 [Xa,((J fo'°W) «.11dt.-411<6) {«)Xc,lt) frr) d t f 
(~ ,~ . 
Letting b ~co , we have Lt'A l!]~J-:. [X X14x-Jl Jo V'(f) f(r) d t Jo Y&'} f(i) d. 2 : 0 · 
since Y ,f~ L1,.(o,oo) and [XX] (co)-:: 0 by corollary; to theorem le q.e .• d .. 
THEOREM 22. Th:::.U~tions 1«l-=- 1f(;l,,f} form a complete orthonormal set 
on ( O ,«>) for .I':. .A~ , k ~ 1, 2, --- . Further,[~ Xa,](a,) ~ 0 if and .only if 
~-: )'< , 
Proof: Since ·in the limit circle case the Helly selection t_h·e.orem yields 
p* instead of the pin the limit point case, theorems 10 and 11 yield 
(if(;(){ 1 JJ :: 1.: /90)('- J(Jit ()) 
and I fl) -= L(D 9 o.) 111(1, 1) J tp-lr o.) J 
Henc~ 1/'(I, )k) is completeo Now 
where 9~):: Jo00 (fJ) 'lf(I,) J J~ 
the integrals converging in the meano 
[XQ? YJ Cl,) -[XCX) YJ ~) ~ lo 4(1 L X,o - XCX) L 1f) ef_J 
-:. f0 'llfif, ),,;) lo X«, (fi lo) - 'X.w ft.Ju) ) k 'lf P, ~1<) J d) 
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67 
But [ X 001/'J ( o) : f(o)[('f + Wlu, y,fif 1 -('P '+ Pitt(/') 111 ii J -=- I by ( 3 .10) • 
,· 
Then 0.11;--lo) J/" "'16/J ~,d X.J,1o)Jj--: I- [ xtr) 'ttr] (J,,) Letting b ~a,, we have 
( 3 • 84) /-().I'!:· ./0 ) focD 1/t(;li )I() Xt»C/,io) J,;f ~ [Xoo 1f 4']({X}). 
But from (;. 76), m 00(f) ,: YVlmeo} +0-..to) lo<t) 'P(;(,,1) Xa, ~A) J..:t . 
I - tl--lo) 1, IX> 1/' i i') Xa> {I, A.) d.t 
' 
' 
But since the poles of 11\io<R) occur if and only if 1-=-~k, k:: 1,2,--·, 
(3.84) vanishes if and only if ./-:.. Al( , k ~ 1,2,-·· , providing we show 
for ,,/-I ~I( when (3o84} 
if zero. That this is the case can be shown by writing 
(~-.,lo) foro 'fU, ~) Xa, P,,1o) dJ 
-= Cl~ .Io ) f;°J If{:;(, ..f) </ ~ Jo) J;( + Cf . ./o) J,/XJ W1w (/,,) <fa.,!) "f B,/o ) d.J ~ ~ I. 
00 
for if /o 'f (J,,1) <ff!. lo ) J.J = 0 l'oir .I -I ) I( 
J we have a 
contradiction, for we already know the f ~,J are complete. We observe: 
t . 
· that f ~,j E 0. Hence by theorem 21, 
o :: l(Dr V L u. - (A [; ) dA 
":: 1, (D rtk iJ t -~. ) ,,/Y,1< ) d ,J :~ 
~ (Aj - )t) fo 00 '1/1.i· V'" ell 
from which we see that )J i Atr =? "'f,i 1 Wr are orthogonal on (O,i:o). q.e.d, 
Section 7. Examples. 
EXAMPLE 1 o Lx ~ -x" = ~x, Im (P) 7 0 
sin a x( o) - coso< x' .( o:)-::. o. 
We s~e that a solution is given by X(t)~c1cosJ7 ti' c2sinJ]t. Now we 





( C. () !;. v./ .JJ I 
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s c·I/\ r:f _/ 
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lf1. Let <f, Stvi<A. 
-
-tf, I lf 1.' - C..()j (A 
.;f-:. 0 
• .... 
Then .S(V1 d.. c.os o<. --
-
. 
_,cos~ . ~lVl o{ 





• 0 S(~ o{ 
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Sc~ ot CO.SO{ 
We note that 'f 1- satisfies the boundary condition at t~ 0-. 
' 
Since p(t)::. 1 and q(t)-=- O, we have by corollary 2 ta theor~m. 5 
-
·that L is in the limit point case at infinity o Then there is on:e 
solution Xco e L2( O ,a,). Evidently Xeb-:. ce c'd ~ . For 
cO (1) . 
-fo I XooCtJ ('' Jj :: Ct. fo e' ,Q;f e ~,· a ,t J.J-
~ c.,., J/o e. ,'.;/ z: 1wo. J1 d:t ~ c .,_ for.o e- 2 z~ ll j-d J L ro. 
Hence cec'ir./..1 G 11"' (O,'\?). Now Xa:,-=-- ti, + ~~.Then 
C [~05 ,f] ,I--,. c' S(~ a-11-.:. Co~,[}_! [!c~ ~+WYO:, c.o~ ~] 
+ sr:11\ ,0 .,f [ -c. 0 .s o1. -1- ~4' s, ~ </\], 
ll 
From t: O, we see that c-= sind.. + ~ cos 0\ o Then 






~-- c' { ;f sl v, t;;\. + , o .s <:1.. This implies 
-----------, 
sc'V1 <:A - ,· tf:l ~05 o(. 
For any f~ L'L(o,co), (fr)-;. J: 90.) Y«, l) J,o0.)1 1where 
<D 
9 (.:\) -:. J;, f (;fJ 1/'(j/1 l) J f , Now Y ~ f 1. since the 'f 1.. are the 
D 
eigenfunctions (tben satisfy the boundary conditions at 0). 
, 
But p (.).) - p (.M) -= lim .!. L J. 7""' Wla:> (v +,· t. J d 11. 
, t~~" M . . 
Then J p ().) :; .le 'v.,. ..!.. I""' ~t.o () +c' t:.) d). 
f_-=Jo+ TT 
: .1,·,,.,., ~ 1,,., ,· if)+ { t ,S(H ol. + c OS. oL J;,. : I,,.,., ( if} .s c'.vi d. + c OS at • 
t -10+ ti vt o( - c' v l +li. £: os c:( ~ c·~ rA - c' v1 c t'J.S rA. 
Observe that dp(;\): 0 for A ~ O. Then we have for fG 12(0,0:,) 
{ kf) :: J. ( 00 (cof ('t) ( eo.S i;J.. C05 '1f 't -+ Sivt d. Sit\ 1/.f 't 1 1 
77+ Jo lo 1. lfX J 
[to tu.. c.os vX i + sc·V\ rA sc;.. II). i J Iw, ( c· ,r;: s,~ cl + cos oe.. -' J) d 'l; 
· , vX S C 0"1 U\. - c.' ~ t! 0 S o( ) 
~ . 
In pa.rtic1Jl.ar~ for the problem whose boundary conditions at O are given 
by ~ -;. ·a, the expansion in terms of eigenfunctions ·of t}lat problem 
becomes 
{ ) ::: _l (ctJ (f:O f ('t) (OS ~ t l'.O.S. 17). :/ (t TT Jo Jo v.f 
the Fourier cosine integral o Similarly, for d.-:. 1£ 1 
. -r (/) = )_ la~ iCD f ~) .--SC_· "'---,fi.-jf~'f'~S_C ~_Vl_) _ /- J '"). d 't_ j 
.... _ "·- __ TT A 
the Fourier sine integralo 
It is also the case that 1rourid-:~r:Y value problems: ex:hibiting 
.s·ingular behavior at points other than !. ro can be: s.olved similarly 
to problems on the infinite interval, as is shown ·:in the follotving 
example. 
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EXAMPLE 2. A B9ssel lqua.tion. 
Lx: -x" f (r2 - i) t-2x, 0£ r L 1. 
x 1 (1):.0o 
We show Lx is in the limit circle case at t-a.. O. Now 
t 2x• + ( s2t2· - r 2+ i)x-::. 0. The solution of x2ytt + axy 1 + (b2x2c d )y~ 0 
is given by y~ i·Jp(~xc), where cl~ 1-a, P2:: °"i._ d,. The general 
,' C ·' 2 c2 
solution iS. x(t):::. c1ttJr(st) + c2tiJ_r(st). We want to find :functions 
~ 1f as combinations of our Bessel function solutions which will 
satisfy certain boundary conditions. We organize our computation~ :by· 
using matrices. 
~ 11,,_ J (s.t) f 
[A ,11- Ji" (5--t)] 
For t: 1 we have 




), (5J J~(.sJ 
I 
- I 0 '()' 1' { Ji"cs} +sJ;o\ { t.cs) + 5 J t"Cs) 
.i -:. f 
We observe that Y satisfies x' (1 )= 0. Then 
0 J,.(.s) J~;Cs) -0 I I Cl I ( '1, 
-
-f 0 'I 5 J~ lsJ J 'CSJ c,._, ( 'Z. 2-1- ~, 
Then C ,, c, t. ~ J (SJ 
-J~/sJ I 0 -
- -~ 
~ I I ( l z.. J(" cs) Cl.' -J t"C~) -~ 
-
.s is 
(J,.(sJ};cs) .. J:..CsJ ~/~J) 
For the second boundary condition, at t:: a, we want 
I 
V\I\ 






CI' ( 11,_ 












tp' Y' - [ a '11. J v- cs i,.} 1' f a~J_ ... ~a}J I I I -J (5) J.,.(sJ - 0 ..,,,,,,. 
-
_, 
(9 1S -S 
i4:. 0-
, 
(J.,.~)~;(.sJ .. J;w J,M) 
The first terms in the series for Jr(st) and J_r(st) evaluated at t~ a 
are respectively srar and s-ra-r o · Then we have from (_;.85) and (;.86!), 
2 r r ! 2-r ( - r ) ! 
(;.87) 1,~ [co~ t'3 siv1 t3] ' ~ -,r (L 0 
a..~o 2.-.r f c,)~ 
/ I ) - 11~ +r ... ~ "" l"t -+f' (). (-l - v-) a. J. 0 
J 'cs) -J(s I 0 0 r I -,r _,.. 
- 0, 
-J 'csJ 0 -Jrcs} I f - I -~ -.,.. \ 
-
-
~5 5 ~ 
Now [ l OS f3 Sl ~ f->] //1.. +rr (), -~ 
1- - V" a.. 
cos (J a..!,'-.. II' 
+ 
2 r V'~ 
~ -tr 
co.i ~ a.. 1.. 
+ LV ("! 
co1 f3 (X vt. -tr 
+ 
z-rf ~J~ 
zr Y'~ 2-~f V')~ 
) .L, +Ii G. +V" rt J. ) -It~,; ~ .. .,. C,l 
2v- r! i-V"'{.v-)~ 
Sc~ (3 G ) -i:.. fV 
- -1r a L 
~ - V" 
cos/3 a. J.. + 
2 ..... r~ Z _.,.fr)~ 
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where K is some nonvanishing constant if the denominator of the ·f'irst 
element of the matrix is nonvanisning_. 
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We distinguish two cases, r_= t or r'4 io Suppose r: }o Then 
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and we can get any value for Oby choosing the appropiate /3. 
Now suppose r # }. Then 
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Hence we can get any value for O by choosing the appropiate ,t!, , where 
co'iP-:. r -i + A a2r-l,, where the value of/!, depends on the constant Ao 
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Then from (;.87), (;.88)·, and (3.89) we have 
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William Henry Wertman III was born December ;1, 19;7, in Washington, 
D.C. His parents having died at an early age, he and his sister Shirl~y 
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engaged· to Miss Ruth· .Dee Win,ters of Arlington, Virgini.ao 
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